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• CONGRESSIONAL LEADERSHIP : TODAY AND TOMORROW 
Speech of Senator Mike Mansfield (D ., Montana) 
at the 
55th Annual Convention 
~f 
Associated General Contractors of America 
The Community Concourse Theater 
San Diego, California 
Monday, March 11, 1974 , 2:00 p . m. 
It is not without some reticence that I choose to 
address you on the subject of Congressional leadership . As some -
one has recently pointed out, the trouble with being a political 
leader these days is that you cannot be sure whether people are 
following you or chasing you, Whether i t is called a 'message I 
or a signal,' some sort of shock has definitely been sent by the 
people to Washington. At a minimum, it causes a painful ringing 
in the ears. It can, in more serious cases, portend sudden political 
death. It is even rumored t~ be the only known cure for Potomac 
fever. 
However that may be, it is obvious that the public 
impression of the Federal government, at this time, is not a happy 
one. A recent public ~pinion pall shows the Presidency at its 
lowest ebb in history . Reluctantly, I must acknowledge that, 
according to the same poll, only the Congress has fallen lower in 
public esteem. It is small solace to note that that has long been 
the public attitude toward Congress. 
Leaving aside for the moment the question of whether or 
not so much scorn is warranted, the fact remains that what is 
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being expressed is, 1n part, a deep sense of public dissatisfactl~n 
with the Federal government. Our people are caught between the jaws 
of a fierce inflation and jncreasingly irrelevant price and wage con~ 
troIs . The effects of this painful pressure are intensified by the 
oil crisis and a growing awareness of an inequitable tax structure. 
To cap the situation are the shocking blows against the nation's 
political institutions which have been delivered by the tragedies 
of Watergate. 
Whatever the sense of frustration, I hasten to add that 
I do not think that the nation is at the end of the road. To the 
bumper sticker which commands: "America: Love i t or leave it, OI the 
response is simple: whatever the current irritants who is leaving 
and who doesn't love i t? 
You can understand the reasons for that sentiment. Your 
industry at its best is a symbol ~f this country. It is energy and 
growth . It is fresh ideas, competition, progress, service, a fai.th 
in the future of the people of the nati~n. Qualities such as these 
go with the United States . They have enabled us to withstand the 
gravest adversity in the past . They provide the binders which hold 
the nation together, even at a time of government disarray. 
Out of these qualities will come the source of tomorrow's 
renewal of the nation's spirit. It is in this context-- in the con- ~x' 
text of renewal-- that I would like to discuss the Congress of the 
United States, its role and the leadership it is trying to con-
tribute to the nation tn this time of trial. 
Thirteen years ago I was elected the Majority Leader of 
the United States Senate . The mandate has been renewed by my 
colleagues at regular two year intervals . Many have taken issue 
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with the nature of that leadership over the years . It is a political 
fact of life that some individuals --even some at this meeting--I 
assume there are at least a few Republicans here--would have pre-
ferred me to be the leader of a minority . 
Notwithstanding my party role in the Senate, I can assure 
you that there exists a close working relationship with the leader-
ship of the other party. To be sure, Senator Scott of Pennsylvania 
and I ~e differences. Most of all, however, we share our problems 
in common. A Senate in continual partisan conflict is an ineffectual 
Senate. The Senates of the past few years have had their faults but 
measured by any responsible yardstick, they have been effective . 
They have been active, innovative, careful, cooperative, and they 
have been made up of Americans with a sense of decency, integrity, 
and fair play. 
In the past year, in particular, the Legislative Branch 
has been the principle rock of the Republic and the guardian of 
Representative government . On the fundamental Constitutional 
questions, party labels have faded almost completely. On the many 
lesser iss ues, whether the energy crisis, taxes, approprtations 
or whatever, there are differences between the parties and even 
within the parties in the Congress . There are also differences bet-
ween the branches and the Congress . It can be no other way. We are 
a government of separate branches; our politics remain lodged in 
two major parties. The juxtaposition of views from these various 
centers of political power are healthy and they are essential under 
our system of government. 
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I would note in this connecti~n that the Democratic 
Majority in the Congress accepted without question the vast electoral 
mandate given a Republican President in 1972 . We are not, however, 
overawed by it. We concluded that the retent ion of the Democratic 
Majority i n the Congress also carried a message. We read i t as a 
separate mandate fr~m the voters for the assertion of the independ-
ent functions of the Legislative Branch . Therefore, we acted to 
reinforce the Nation's system of checks and balances against what 
seemed t o us to be an excessive accumulation of power in the 
Execut i ve Branch and, may I say, that in th i s process we had a great 
deal of help from the Republicans i n Congress. 
The accumulation of Executive power d i d not begin in the 
present administrat i on. It has been going on, administration after 
adm i nistration, f or decades and much of it had become lodged, as a 
practical matter, in the permanent bureaucracy. Nevertheless, there 
were, at the outset of the present Congress, many evidences of a 
decided shift toward one-branch government which most members of 
the Congress of both parties found deeply d i sturbing in a Consti -
tutional sense . 
In my judgement, the erosion of the system of checks and 
balances has been halted. It has not been easy. A President can 
make decisions as one person and, in a moment, i f he chooses to do 
so. In Congress, a majority of the 100 Senators and of the 435 
House Members not only have to agree on a goal but on what course 
to take to reach it. Then, if a Pres i dential veto stands in the 
way of that source, we have to begin again and reshape a new one 
which will gain the adherence of two-thirds of the Members. 
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If the country lS not in the best of shape today, we 
might well ponder what the situation might have been if there had not 
been an independent Congress of dedicated Members--Republicans and 
Democrats . The fact is that there has been a more constructive 
Congressional imput into National Leadership in the past year than 
at any other time in many years . While it may be too early for this 
change to be felt or even to be widely perceived, it is, nevertheless, 
a change of great significance. A few years ago, for example, this 
nation's principal concern was to get out of Vietnam . That was not 
a new concern. The goal of withdrawal was not adopted in 1973 or 
1972, but in the distant past, scarcely a year after the beginning of 
the deep military commitment, and it was reiterated in just about 
every State of the Union message by two Presidents year-after-year 
for a half-dozen years . For even more years, individual Members 
of Congress had spoken out against a continuance of the involvement . 
But at the beginning of the 93rd Congress, we were still 
in Vietnam . In 1973--last year--Americans were sttll dying in Indo-
China . The urgency remained: to translate words of peace into action. 
In 1973 that was done. A settlement was negotiated with the North 
Vietnamese by Dr . Henry Kissinger, the present Secretary of State 
under the direction of the President. It is not to ignore that 
achievement to note that the full and final withdrawal of our mili-
tary forces was brought about only after a swelling chorus of public 
in 
opposition to the war was registered/the Congress ; the Congres~, 
in turn, then e~acted an absolute legal inSistence on the warts 
end. It was the Congress which thereafter also shut tight the legal 
gateto reinvolvement anywhere in I n~ ochina, notwithstanding a last 
ditch reSistance by the Executive Branch . 
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Hopefully, we have seen the last of these military 
intrusions into other lands. Insofar as Congress can restrain 
the Executive Branch by legislation, we have done so. Hereafter, 
the substantial use abroad of the military forces of this nation 
will be dependent on an open consideration of the question before 
the people of the nation. War, by whatever name it is called, is 
too fundamental a questi~n to leave t o one Branch alone. The 
legislation which Congress has passed asks that it be decided by the 
President together with the Congress. If previous Congresses allowed 
a withering of their responsibilities as assigned by the Consti -
tution, I hope the present Congress will be remembered for having 
restored them. I hope we have seen the last of back-door entr i es 
into devastating lIsma ll wars. ' 
We faced something new in VLetnam and Indochina. It 
wa~n ambigious war, over- simplified as an anti - communist crusade. 
As we later discovered, it was part civil war, part tribal conflict, 
part international clash, and part "war of liberation." In retro-
spect, we plunged recklessly into that ambiguity and we remained 
i mmersed long after our presence had lost all relevance to this 
nation's interest, not to speak of the well-being of the Vietnamese 
were i nto 
people whc( "turned/refugees by the millions. Vietnam is ove r , now, 
for us, if not for the Vietnamese. The families of the bereaved 
Americans have not forgotten the war, nor have those who, like the 
tens of thousands of paraplegics, bear its permanent scars . Indeed, 
the war should not be forgotten, least of all, by the government if, 
for no other reason, than that i ts exper i ences are relevant else-
where. 
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In foreign policy--in the aftermath of Vietnam- - there is 
a need for continuing re-examination of our attitudes, policies 
and commitments . There is a need for a renewal of .~~ thought with 
regard to the rest of the world. The recent agreement between 
Egypt and Israel is of significance in this connection . The President 
and the Secretary of state have acted so far with inventiveness and 
astuteness in regard to the i nterplay of developments in the Middle 
East, the general international situation and the world -wide economic 
consequences of the energy crisis. In that effort, they have had 
wide and non- partisan support from the Senate and Congress . 
While I am on this subject, I would like to commend 
Secretary Kissinger . To date, he has brought great knowledge, a 
high intelligence and deep dedication to the whole range of our 
international policies . To that I can attest, personally, having 
joined him in an inter - American Conference in Mexic~ City two 
weeks ago. His erudition and candor won the kind of warm response 
from our neighbors to the South which has not been forthcoming in 
many years . 
I would also point to his unflinching efforts, with the 
full support of the President, to improve relations with the Soviet 
Union and with China. In these policies, too, which have had sub-
stantial support from the Congress, lies a renewal of the nation's 
foreign policies . A sterile cold war shows signs of yielding to 
the positive efforts of the President and the Secretary of State 
to strengthen international peace . I would hope that they will be 
able to maintain the momentum which they have generated in this 
connection . I !"would hope, too, that they will move to reduce the 
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huge U.S. military garrisons in Europe and Asia and to bring about 
a reduction of nuclear and 8ther armaments on a mutual basis . Cer-
tainly the Senate Leadership will support the Executive Branch in 
t~ls,connectlon. To the extent that reductions in these financial 
burdens and drains on our resources can be achieved, it will be 
possible to divert our effor ts to the constructive inner needs of 
the nation. Our National security, may I say, is subject to danger 
not only from armed enemies abroad but from thore inner discontents 
which feed on neglect at home. 
While there is reason for optimism in rega r d to a renewal 
in foreign affairs, it will be of little avail unless there is also 
a restoration ~f confidence in government and in the nation's 
political institutions at home. It is not just a question of 
watergate or forgetting it or pretending that it never happened. 
It is the whole cloth of government which has become tattered with 
doubt, distrust, and dissatisfaction . It would, indeed, be con-
venient were it possible to exorcise in a moment all the inertia, 
neglects, and abuses that have gone into creating this climate . 
That cannot be. What can be done is to use the chief instruments of 
government-- the Courts, the Congress and to the degree that it is 
prepared to sooperate, the Executive Branch- - to dissolve these abuses 
before they become fatal to liberty. That is a fundamental responsi -
than 
bility of public leadership-- in the Congress, no less/in the • 
Pres idency . 
Before all else, the people have a right to an electoral 
system free of shenanigans and capable of yielding honest, responsi -
ble·. and responsive government open to all and shaped to meet the 
needs of all . It is incumbent on us to foreclose an excessive 
, ' 
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intrusion or gr eat wealth, whether corporate, labor, personal or 
whatever, into the electoral process . That is a solemn and urgent 
not 
obligation and, in my judgement, it will/be met except as we are 
prepared , in the end, to pay for the public business of elections 
largely with public funds . We are moving 1n that direction . The 
Congress has taken the lead by enacting the Presidential Campaign 
Fund Law . I would urge now, as I have at every opportunity , that you 
check off a dollar on your income tax t eturns, if you have an income 
to report these days --for use un election campaigns. It will cost 
you no more and it will make a non- partisan contribution to cleaner 
politics . 
After what has come to light in the last year, I would 
hope that the President will join with the Congressional Leadership 
in supporting efforts to scrub up the present system of campaign-
financing. If it was 10 1972 that watergate arose, and in 1973 that 
it was investigated, may it be said that the matter was finally ended 
i n 1974 in a new system of open elections openly paid for . 
It is up to the Congress, too, to do sometaing about other 
government abuses. Quite apurt fr~m Watergate, for example , there 
have been invasions into the most inttmate w~rkings of our lives, 
into the pri~acy of all Americans, by ill - coordinated , bureaucratic 
activity . There have been misinterpretations and maladministrations 
of laws, sometimes to the extent that they bear little or no resembl-
ance to what Congress intended in the enactment . Representative 
government has yet t~ deal effectively with the problem of how to 
keep bureaucracies responsive to the public need, especiallY when they "1 
grow lar ge, inert, cumbersome, and as in our times, more and more, 
automated and impersonal . In my judgemellt, Congress spends enough 
tUme. writing1aws--ln some instances, too much , It may be that 
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it is time, now, for Congress to devote itself more to looking to 
the manner of execution of these laws. 
What Watergate, election abuses and, often, a distant 
bureaucracy have done to public confidence with regard to the 
Federal government, the energy crisis has done in the realm of the 
nation's economy . 
The immediate responsibi11.ty is to make certain that oil 
shortages do not devastate the economy and that the price of past 
neglect is borne equitably by all Americans. Congress has shown 
leadership here, and I deplore the recent Presidential veto of its 
efforts to devise immediate relief in the realm of prices and in 
equitable distrubution of available supplies. 
Beyond the immediate, what we must have is a foundation 
of fac~on which to build a national pol icy on energy . We have to 
know far more than we knm'l now if we are to meet what otherwise 
promises to be a recurrent threat to the nation's well - being . It 
is a threat of widespread business shutdowns, of transportation 
paralysis and of a permanent inflation which can only culminate in 
recession, unemployment and appalling human hardship . That, the 
people of this nation will not tolerate . That, the Congress of the 
United States no less than the Executive Branch must do all in its 
power to prevent . The need will not change even if the Arab Nations 
turn the valves wide - open. The need will not change even if mild 
weather permits a conversion of heating oil to gasoline and summer 
vacations as usual are in order. I hope that the ball ~f blame, 
therefore, will not be passed between the two ~ranches for failure 
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to meet the problem; I hope vie will be able to w~k together to 
resolve it . 
The energy crisiS has shocked this nation . In so doing, 
in 
it has also shown us i a sudden flash the precarious manner in which our 
entire national economic life has come to be organized . It is all 
well and good to be concerned at this t1.me with the shortage of 
petroleum . But what of bauxite, nickel, tin, iron , and copper, and 
many other materials? What of wood and concrete? Where will the , ')" 
supplies of these and other':essentla!s come from in the years ahead? 
Indeed, what of food, with the kind of disjointed policies in which 
exports of wheat are stimulated one year only to compel high- priced 
imports the next? 
To say that we have been extravagent with our resources is 
to put it mildly . In the earliest years of this nation, the first 
President, George Washington, spoke of raising ua standard to which 
the wisest and honest can repair . II Do we meet such a standard when 
one day we are obsessed with the threats to our environment and the 
next, in our concern over the drying up of petroleum supplies, we all 
but forget that pure air and water are also exhaustible resources? 
To meet the Washingtonian standard - -that is, the President's, not the 
city 1 s --will take courage , courage to change, courage to innovate, 
courage to learn, and courage to renew . 
It is my hope that the concern of the President and the 
Congress will not stop with the end of the energy crisis . The need 
is to learn from a bad dream before it becomes a nightmare . The 
need is to begin, now, to take a careful look at not only the flash -
isolated 
ing of/warning lights but '3.t the whole i.ntegrated swi.tchboard of our 
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na tional economic 'existence. 
It is not enough, for example, for the Federal govern-
ment to dole out tens of millions of dollars in a rescue operation 
to keep a bankrupt Penn Central Railr~ad on the tracks. we need to 
kno\", where an action of this kind fits into a national rail policy; 
where that policy, i n turn fits into a total transportation pattern; 
where that pattern, in turn, fits into the overall transportation 
requirements and the availlability of fuels and othe r essentials in 
meeting them, not only today, but for the next decade or more. In 
short, we need to think ahead and to think in an integrated fashion. 
We need to begin to make the hard choices between what is more 
important to the nation and what is less, between what is enduring -Il'i 
and what is transitory. That is the full scale by which govern-
ment intervention in the nation 1 s economy, , ... hen it must take place, 
should be measured. Unless we begin soon to develop that scale, the 
right hand of government will tend more and more to undo what the 
left hand has done. Accordingly, a few days ago the Minority 
Leader who shares this view joined with me in addressing to 
President Nixon the following letter: 
Dear Mr . President: 
It occurs t o us that there is a need to look 
beyond the current criSiS to the way in which our economic 
life has come to be organized. The energy shortage is a 
part, not the whole of the difficulty which confronts the 
nation's economy . Danger Signals are flashing elsewhere on 
the complex switrhboard of our nation1l.1 existence. 
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It is our thought that there must be a better way to 
deal with the needs of our people than by Federal intervention 
and bail-outs to shore up faltering parts of the economy, on a 
crash ba~is. The practic.e of waittng j."'or the storms to strike 
anc: then, hurriedly, erecting shelters is n01; only wasteful 
and inefficient of the resources of the nation but its cumulative 
effect may veIl be devastating . 
There is a need, tt seems to us, to anticipate and, 
as fa r as possible, to act in an orderly fashion before the 
difficulties have descended on us. Unless we have some 
synChronized and coordinated machinery for this purpose, the 
nation will be subject to a plague of crises, one after another, 
in the years ahead. It is our suggestion, therefore, that i'le 
consider bringing together representatives of the Legislative and 
Executive Branches of gover nment on a 'regular basis with those 
of industry and labor and other areas of our national life for 
the Purpose of thinking through our national needs, not only as 
they confront us, today, but as they are likely to be five, ten 
or more years hence and how they are best to be met. If the 
government is to intervene in these matters as it is doing, an 
effort ought to be made to put thaVinterventlon, as far as 
possible, on a rational and far - sighted basis. 
We would appreciate your reaction to this suggestion 
and would be prepared to work with the Executive Branch in bring-
ing about a concerted consideratjon of the proposal . 
Sincerely, 
Hugh Scott Mike Mansfield 
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Let me close by saying that there is a great deal that 
is right in this nation. We are a generous country with a strong, 
decent, industrious and compassionate people . There is ample 
intelligence and inventiveness and an immense experienc~and vitality 
in our midst . If, working together, today, we will put these 
attributes to use for the ben~fit of all, there need be no fear 
for the nation's tomorrow . 
This nation will withstand the adversity of tosay . This 
nation will find, again, in the months and years ahead , the essential 
political leadership in the Presidency and in the Congress . We will 
renew . We will endure . 
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B!lOADCASTlnG OF T~IE NF.t:!S 
REMARKS OF SENATOR ~IIKE I(ANSl'IELD (D., 140NTANA) 
13SFOIlE THE 
FIF"l'Y- SECOND ANIWAL CONVE~'TION 
OF T,IE 
NATIO:1AL ASSOCIATION OF !l.'!OADC.4STERS 
SM! HOUSTO;I COLISE\p'~ 
HOUSTOll, TEXAS 
HEDrlESDAY, MA CH 20, 1974, 12:30 P . M. 
It 1s my understnndin3 that broadcasting 1s the prime 
net·lS source of' the nation . It could hardly be other'vllse . lath 
TV sets in 99 . 8;$ of the homeo end radios in 99 . 9$$, \olho con 
escape it? 
~!ore difficult to co:nphrchcnd 1.8 the credibility of bro1.d -
thD.t of 
cast1.ng . It is reported to be c;reater than/the press . t~eI:1S -
p~pers are suffering, apparently, from the same contemporary 
lack of sex appeal as pollticans . The Borris poll, I belt.eve, 
Sh01iJed a bare 20% approved of the Conzress1.onal performance . 
It 1s small solace to note that the rating of the Pr esidency 
\';a6 only sliGhtly higher . To make matters wor se -for me, • 
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per,onally, I find trb(QJ.It ?nJ?: thirty- odd yenrs of 
:;.y servi.ce tn the Legi:::.latlvc Brc. .. cl"l., Conzress has consister;tly 
b~..::J. hzld in 10'; estce~. I ~o not hnvL th~ teoerlty to lnqul::e 
into the prlo? eltuatlon. 
Ti":.:.:::.t the bro:ldcootlng prof"co::.ion hn:J not yet jot cd t.he p:;,."~...;c 
and th2 Congress in papulc.:r ill - repute is purJclcularly :.urprl:::-
ina since you are the meo~en:::c:..·n \Jho uou~lly 0:"0 thc~e, f1.r::::t, 
\-11th the bad nom:;. Ar.d lotary reco::"do the custom of bchcc.ci::: 
the bearer of bad tlC:1.nss . 
It 10 n~t that yo~ hnve cporcC the nation the unplco.z~nt 
details. ll'hen the E."J.peror hils been \.:lthout clothes you hZlve 
not oresDcd him up ~'11th l;o:-dc. DU.l'"in::; the past year, in part't -
cular, youro han been a narration of unremitting gloom except 
tOl'" the Dtl'Cak. of ctre~kin3. So fo.ithful ho.ve you been in cni.~:"7-
in3 the bad tldil'-3o on pctrolcu:1., \:3terg:lte, pollution and \,h:.t 
not t.hat one sutpects :3 tC:'ldency in your profeosio. to find 
a. dissoter of one kind or !lnothcr to fill the caCUl.Lrn beh:ecn the 
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co~~erctals and the mo~~~ ~~ 
here 
But cnou::;h of thnt . I h:.vc not come;:.o make light of 
your 1nduotry and 5ts prac'tices . I kn::''.'1 bettor . Thoee \JIlO have 
been :oolh3~dy enough to 00 so 1n the past have not escaped 
un.ccot!'H?d. In any event, I would prefer dIscuss tons o!' the £o.tr-
neoz doctrine or public rtnanctng of poltttc~l broadcestln~ and 
cjmt5~r iSGues to take place on my home ground3 . Before Corn~ittec~ 
of Consrezs, the Con~ress~an and n::.t the broadcaster gets the loct 
Bread and butt~r iss~es of your lnductry are important but 
tr.ey C:o not be.::~n to compa:o:-c tn s1 cntf'lcance \~1 th the influence 
t'1hiCh, ::.ver the lact tuenty yea.ro, broadceotera h!lvC had on tt"lC 
thinkinG of the people of the nation. Spealttns of your in)lucnce, 
I ~hould like to interject a publtc- zervlce plea at thIn polnt . 
I uree you to use a ltttle of that influence on a matter whtcl1 r 
believe to be of the htghes~ j:nportnncc. In 1972, as you knou, 
Congrese enacted a la't'J t,'hich perr.l.ite voters to earmark a dollar 
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of their income tax for 
C(Q)PY 
financing ruture Presidential elections . 
:.1e chec:'C-off feature ror the Presidential Campaign Fund appears 
0.1 the front page ,of tne tax form" in 1973 . 
The Internal Revenue Service and. the League of ~lomon Voters 
ooth hove prepared non- partiso.n 3hol'tz \1hich explain the operation 
0: this net') 1st .... to the public . You \lill perform a distinguished 
~ujlic f;ervice if you uill cooperate in the cl1.asemination of thene 
':..1 tilr.'1c durinz the next couple of \Jecka . 
In 100 ing at bj;Olldc.o.sting in the m1d-t\Hmtieth century, 
, 
..... Jen "'11th its trivia and its "Jastelcncs, hlstorinna of the 21st 
t:-j~ t 1. t 
cc~tury may find ~~, nevertheless, playc the m~jor role in for31ng 
, 
~ gj.·co.t intellectual revolution . They will Gee that during this ,\ 
,.:!riod incrcasin3 numbers of people th:."'ouChout the lJorld were 
:"oc.ched via the :lirl·H1Ys. The :e.cto, theories, ideas and discussions 
· ... 1ich -.. le::e 0 ce limited to the salons of the fe~1 'lera tlade avail-
.:::'lc to all. In th1.s fashion, countlcz3 men and women bagan to 
, 
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~o cx:oJJinc b:'oo.u plan~t \'lh1.ch othcr-
\Jloe coul not h~vc CO;:1~ to ·i:.hcil~ o.ttontion. In :.hort, broed-
co.ctin,z \J111 be ceon to have ho.ci, t~ ot:.r "~1.:nC3) the e:ft"ect of 
dcmoc~:ntiz1ng intellectuallcm. 
Th::::t is not eaid to flatter your tndu:.t:oy . I mu:;t 
confuse; that bl·Oo.ectlstins; ha.G SCC:'llCO -Co me to be a kind of macctvc 
fnrn ma.ch1.nc, such as CEln be found tn Montana or any other \]hCo.t 
sto.tc durinG hnrvczt . IT. ";;hc alot.:mce, a hcrvc:.tcr tn operatlon 
appears to be only a rr.D.s:sive cloud of Clu::;t; at clonor ran::;c, it i.e 
Gec!> ~o 0. !'!lOC ir..e \",'hlch npctls ou.t V.:lct ar.l.ounts of' rc13tlvely ucc-
lese cha.ff. With all the tUTC'lo11, ch~ff and duct, h:mcvcr, tho 
r.:'l·vcoter ylclC::s the grc.in T,·;hlch nurturcz U:J 0.11. 
So it is \'Jith brOlldc~ottna . The product moy be pm:·t 
cn';;e:.~t<l1.Mcnt, part palltat1ve, p:l.rt cttmulnnt, and par'::' ccpro::r. -
ant. Be that as it n:ay, b:roo.acor.t1n~ olso exposes vuct num,bel':J or 
~Y" 
people to condttions of ltfe th:.·our:;hout the ~'1Orld and tr ccpo.r::ltc 
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COpy 
.:l:la CO::~r.10n p::oblcr.:.s o~ nattor.~. It put:: in:!"oTmatlon and 16c~= 
into millions of h~Jan ~in~c, much as data Ie fed tnto co~putcr::. 
The conacqucnce of thic: ir::!'.1cnsc c.ctlvlty to beyond specific 
co~p?ehenalon. There is not the ollBhcGt doubt, ho~ever, that 
a ,rofound influence is at '.;ork. 
!.!y principal concern, todcy, is \ll t h the Mturc of thnt 
Inflt:.encc on public affuirG 1n this nntion . :r;'ro:n Uorld ~::::.' II 
t l"ough the In~och!nO; :,lthdrm: 1, it OCC',10 to me that t c primary 
emphasis 1n broadc.::lst1. r; \>,:1::; 0:1 happcnln3G beyond our border::;. A 
curvcy nm" I btlltevc , would revcel a. trend aws.y from conct.:nt::-atio~ 
on events involving foreign policy unlcsc they also relate dlr~ctly 
to current dor.'lcotlc concer~ 0. 'ro be OU1'C, the pcrip<>.tctlc 
SccrC.'.ltry of State still m3kcs the D.iri'HlJ~ and hia achlever:lcnt,:; 
etc the oub.1ect of a eres'c deal of broodcaotlns cO:M.1entary. The 
cuttlnz edge of reportn::;e, r:.oucver, appear::: to be shlftinS to\ ..... rd::. 
a .:rcatcr concern ulth evcntc at hO::le or, at leDat, of eve.1ts \":1.th 
I 
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of the neticZl . 
H:.'" . Kiczlngcl" is c:overcc \'!ell, fo~ c}:c.r,lple, tJhen he goes to the 
one!"! 
Z.:td-c.::.st to try to turi~ the valve::: on the ptpel1.nea . HiG ccct .... 
101': in Kexico City a fOt'l "'!ceics ago Hit the foreign mlni:Jterc of 
the Ar.1Crlcan States ~';as less oticcc although 1n term::; of CUl~c.ble 
national interacts, it ffi:lY prove to c the more important tn ti1C 
long ri.ln . 
"!' ~C rr..::.ln thc~1.s of' :ny rcm:..11";<::) tod.::.y ie thnt even. e.s "0 
~:vc au? attention incrco5ingly to do:r:.e3tlc pl"oblerns, l'JC ca.nnot 
turn :J::'!Qy from the Internntiono.l u.''lde::-pinning of thece preble .. :J . 
~~~nJ ol theJl arc e.J~tributo.ble, in grc.lt part, to the course ,;htch 
';10 have pursued abroad in the pa~t . Foreign policy nm'i and in the 
futuro ';1111 continue to underlie our mozt severe domestic arLxietic:.. 
The inte~laticnzhip of foreign and domestic develop-
r:~cn"(;;J, of cocrse, h:::s long been reco ..... izccL I l'Jould go further, 
hO\'Jcvcr, and sugge3t that our involver.:lent in t-Jhat goec on outolde 
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t:1C 'United 
is e@'0 [is) ~ 
stotez/th<l~~if7calllcd . 
to c1clincata the situ~tio:l i.':1ich no\-! confronta us a.t homo . 
I do not propose w try to nn:mcr the queotlon of 't}hcthc:i.~ 
'chis i:: DC it chould be. Hhat I chou.l like to do in thece brio:' 
rC:'!l'lr~<z 10 to cxurnlne !;;Or:1C recent examplcG oS \-lay::; in ~'.'hlch cc:~-
tcin for~ign policies ~~vc afZectcd our life here in the rr _l~c~ 
T::C're first of ell, the tr~::..~r..'::ouo 
decade:: of U.S. activity in Southeo~t Azia ":hlch culmino.t ed ir~ 
il.i.1Co1 ~hc attitudes which led U:J into the deep involvement in tl"."t 
rC.:1otc port of the Horl have alrco.dy receded into the pact. l~b;j~ .. 
ot:..: •• ·C to rCLlO-in :rcG:'l ~n our oinc!c ! e the price \':e have p:::.:.c i... •• ~ 
',~ll ccntinue to pay for th:::.t Involvencnt . Beyond the obviouc 
co~t in human lives and £uffcrln:, bcyo~d the tone of thouca~~~ 01 
, 
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pcrnples1cs, our pOICoafl~:a~'1a have been respon:::;lblc 
in ~Qjor purt for: 
- S~oklng the firec of inflation; 
- e. 10£s in lntC!l·nc.~lonel v&luc of the dollllr; 
- the a?peo.rc:r:ce of' 0. natlomltcJc arue cult; 
- a decline of public credibility In the baalc 
in:tltutions of free rcprc.:;cntc.tlvc gDvCT;'.r.lent , 
- ID.l'ilcccncc3 :::t hCi:lc; 
- the alienation o? Q oub3tuntlal p~rt of a gencratio. 
of young people; and 
- an eventual inc~cQse in the total coot or gover~~~nt 
in tho !Jntted States BY several hunc1r~d billion dollar::! \J!.thout 
\ raj," 
con:3tTuctlve retu.l'n to tha pc?plc llho \'1111 continue to pa:;/~l1czc 
nddcnj.. 
/ cO...,\.O ".lell into the 21::::t ccn:'ul'Y · 
Some may still believe th1.o t!uny- faceted price \;an 
justified . 1 think you knOil that, not ju::t for this ye,'lr, lJut :fo:.~ 
many yeart, I have not held th!lt belief . Insofar as I am cOnCCl":1C"':, 
, 
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it ..;. ... ddct:.c 002 to ::-cnlizo tho.t t'JC ml;::ht have choocn to cto.y out 
01" Vietnam or to \'11 thd!'<lU f:"o;n t~";.e con:l1.ct ;:;t !>01ntc 3.10:'13 t.o 
t:;:1Y d<l:rlns t. c Ken. cc1y~ Joh: con o.r.c1 :::i.xo oG:nin1stro.tion!1 tlith 
ju.:;.t nc m'..lch honor o.c :lccrucd to uc in '&hc end . Ue t-:ould h:..vc 
co!':.c co, r.lo:"COVC?, tl1t:1 f:lr 10:)0 C:l!:.c.3;e '~o our:Jelvc:J and. to t::c 
V1ct:"l::l!:.ezc peoplc. 
Th:ltJ houovcr, i.e t1ndolcht. 1-:net is rclovz-.nt .0',: io 
tn~';; tho t'Jo.1' .n:: !,,~d .:l lElot1n,:; a.n cclctcr1.ouc iopnct on life 
lr.~~~c the unltc~ Stutcs. Ie ~y S~d~c~cnt, moreover, contlnucti 
:involvcl:':.cnt in Indochino. fox pu!"pooC;=- o~~hcr than rcconotruction 
o~ t::::.r cai.taeC, involve,::~nt in tc:.'"l::o or the Gupply of pctr:>lc\l:.i,1 
,unit~o!,!:J, roo~, o.dvlce nnCl u!",~t not to South Vlctn:::.m, to , , 
Co.:::l~:>dla end to we::. is rcin!"orclnJ, ti'::lt in:pact . 
In much the c::unc f,:,o:11on, ~ Gcner::ll line of foretGn 
1)0licy "·Jhich has con.:;l!Jtcd o!' providi:'l':; ~ilitary equipment. and 
ou~!?lics to Juct obout any nation ~:illln;1 to tc.!tc it h~n 01'::0 
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diu~orted the dO::lcC; ~~~p ~n:l'Cl0:1. In fisc<:>l YC:lr 
~\ J~ 'Ji::ion i.1or1:.h '1.'10.:; Given -bo natl0.1;; ul-;;'hout co.:?.:;,c1::;y to '(.l.:!.:t 
0 ,.'(,... , .... 
o-cruc:..;lQz in nell or un;:;tUblc nntlonc.. Uh.ot 10 not nC:lrly 
80 obviou~, hO~lCVCr.1 1::; that an C;t~10I"t. or C10 uilllon l1o:,";;h 
of ml11t:2::ry cqulpnent is al=o not ulthout dec:? cr;cct on 
tl'::1::.. nation I ~ ir;DC!' c.ff.G.:1.!"co In ~c;hc i"'lrct pla.cc", 0 tlOcslvc 
out!!01.Ar1nc: of military equlpi.1cfl'i:.", year in und YCD.r out, focue 
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do~cotic inflation. of strategic 
I:1at~rlD.ls . It depletes su?plicc of finite T<l\1 materials euch 
ac iron, coal, and 011. It diverts l:ll"ge ~l!lOuntc of inventive 
genius and engineering ckill to the production of mil1t~ry 
cqulp~ent which liven a chort and not very useful life and then 
goeo into obsolescence. It dircots a flo\~ of Federal l'e30urC0C 
from arese of urgent domeztic need into a v~ot and largely ucelonD 
overseas drain. 
}.:orcovor, as I detect the ,rlde in personnel of the 
UnltcdState:J govcrru:lent; 'f;<ho, in the ~a:mer of rna ern day Sir 
Basil Zah:troffs, peddle thin m:.tc .... ial nbroo.d, \',hen they refc:::-- to 
II> 
rising levels of militnry sales ~ po tttve contributuons to tho 
, 
\ 
balance of payments; 
AG I conteoplc..tc thnt i.lhi le l'le are turntng out ever 
mo~e refined military equip~cn~J other netlons are doing bette? 
at producing electronic equ~pmcntJ pollution- free auto~obileoJ 
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xC- 301o to the Unit~d Ztatc~; 
A:. I cont:".i!:>llltc, in :::;hoj.'t, the equanimity \-.1ith \Jh1ch 
t!lC i'edcral Goverr&Ir.cn-:': r.o..o been c!1sazcd in 0. world- wi c a:-rr.:. 
::':..:...inc:Js, I find it irricult to diocern by \it'.o.t ynrdztlc1CO \:0 
A third !25!,cct of' our forei;:;n rclot1ono \,:h1.ch 1ntc:.~-
:..~cl:ltc3 \lit. ou:' dC;:lQctic situation io the t.laintatnin,'l or 1;..1''::;': 
U.s. military garricono in baa eo abrood . Thio prnctioc hee been 
~olr..::; on ever c1ncc Uo:tld ,,;O? II. It;:; cff.:!ct 1z not unl1:-:o the 
.zt ve- nuay 0 b111iono of dolla:'::! of [lilt tary cquip~ent .:md cu~pl1 c .... 
::ven nO';'I, !'JC hE-VO 300 r.1!ljor OVt!T:JCCG m111ta:'y bo.GCS o.nd n thouc:~.:'l':" 
minor booeD . There ere over 3JO,JOO Ame?ican scrv1.ce~cn, plu~ 
dc,cndcntz, 1n HeGtern Eur,')pe . Another 45,0:)0 aTe stationcJ in 
South Korea; U.S. outposts in Southeo.ct Asia. cont 1n .otill llno';;:lc:: 
l:O, 0')0 . 
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'ehC i'1r.U~c~~~::Jl~:?loyr.lCnt3 13 rcudlly 
<.lpp~ron ·i;. l,r."at in only bc,zinnin.:; to become clc:J.r" houovcr" ie 
~.;hO:G tl~ c;m no lon.:;cr a1~foru to l..:OC rQdc!'~l 1"' . .mds .:md exchance 
rC30iJrCCS for extr.lVil:;c.nc::::; or thin :c1nd.. 'l"1flOl"'~ hQ.o been a DCVC:l:'Q 
':(:1.0 U. S. tr.111t.al"Y 'Pl'0::;cncc QVer3C'Q.O has 'tlcon '~oo r.:uch 
to lC:lvc" politely ~nG othcr:"li8e" 1,:,y erstl:h11e hont- no.t:1.onc or 
ta~lc~:::: ·::;~c people of tJ!i3 n:,:.;1o:: l'icc up in rovuls1or: at po::!.ici\,. ... 
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nnd Cambodia. 1'lhcn reductions o.:,"'c vinally compelled in the3~ 
ci:tcUI"1zts.nces, they r-ay very '\'1011 CO!':.le too late ~o salvc.!:0 
In all candor) that CCCr:1~ to me to be the 11kel::'hood 
uith rc~ard to nATO . ~or too lone, the ~xccutivc Branch hr.:;} ;['0 ..... :...,1'",· ... 
tooth and nell to forc:.;tall any rc~uc 'Gion of the U. S . cOT:.:n!.t .. c::.t 
01' j,'or\!c:: on th~ Ei.!ropaon. cent 1ne:t . SucceeD l.ve o,C1m1n1ctra tto ..... 
have moved from orguncnt to aTguocnt and from stall to stall i~ 
o:~dcr to dcsi::.t the ri~ing p:,'c:::c"J.rc: for rcceploytlcnt . Succc::.::1 .... c 
Coneresoe~, ncvcrth(!e:s, ave co=.c clos~r and closer to a le:.1 
insi~tance on ro uction::; . 'We r:'.o.y nO\'I be about to wi tne:c not 
orderly recluctions but withJrm,alc in haste and nn~er ·\'Jit.h con-
ocquent dom.sse to the vital coopor.:ltive relo.tionsh1p of the r:01'-:'' 
A21o.ntic riJgion . In this connection, I mu:::t say that the recent 
exchanges bctt'leen thts nation and the Eur opeon nations see:n 
to me to be mODt ominouc . 
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OVcr~e3S exports constitute 
only ~ part of the su~ o? the cur~cnt milit~ry cntcrpriDc3 of 
fcdc~~l government. Tot~l ~y.p~nditurcs for the DGfen5c Dcp~rtfficnt 
have become DO astrono:nical that "chey arc nOt" a key cle:ncnt in the 
general economic condition of the not1on . Thin 'lear's military 
bud5~t rcq .... cst of (;85.8 billion is the larzcst in our history, 
surp.::l3cir.c even the $81.6 bil110n ":10 spent in 191~5, the last 'jCil'!" 
of t:orld t1ur II . At the hciZl1.t of ~~hc Indochinese HOoT the ml11-i:;\lry 
b'l.<.dGct Ui..3 ':;20 .Jillion 10::0 thai: -the am01.:nt requested for Jcho cO:':1.1nc 
1'1::c0:1 year . 
request io ftncccssary to as:;ure the foreign policy objectives of 
the United States . " \',fithot:t dieputln3 the assertion at thin time, 
,I 
I ~lould call your attention to t c ir.:.pact of such an CXPc!'ldi turc 
on tho n~turc of our cconc~y und our SOCiety. 
or the eroatc~t concc~n in thic connection, is ~ contc~tion 
of' the Secretary that the economic health of the United StUtC3 c,," 
be enhanced by defenoe c~tpend:ttu!'c:J . In annwar to Rcprcocn~~atlvo 
Georee H. r,!Qhon" Chairmen of the }!ouse- Cor.nn1ttea 'on APpropriation:::, 
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· , 
\;ho in pr;:),~:!bly the r.:os~..; l-:J'lC",::c...:J.:;c~olc rr..:;:.n in the aovcrnmcnt on 
tho Fcdcr~l budget ~d been incrcQccd by about ¢5 billion durinc 
the la:;t utu3cs or prc,u:"at:!.on in the Executive I31"c:.nch, "for t~10 
~c.:.con or ntln:ulut1nz the 000:10:-.1:7 . n It tJUC in the fr.:tr.'lc~;o:;:o!c: oJ, .... 
luceinG domc~tlc ccono~y . 
Hoy I cay that the Dvfoncc budget 1~, at bCO't;J 0. duo!.o\;~ 
tool for any purpone other thaD p!."Ovldine 0111 tnry DCCWZO:t'cy. \.~hcr: 
uocc1 :::or pUZ?ODC~ 01' economic ::·~ir.lu!.o.~'lon, it i3 on omlnoun teol. 
T'n:ls nation \':111 lUI.vc reached a ':Jorzry point. uhcn it Inflnt;cc r,::llit~:"y 
bud0c~a to hel!> .:l nationiJ.l cco:::.c:-::y uhlch h:.o nlroo.d:r beon dar::c.'::;9J 
by e;{ccozivc and tKlstcful cJ~!lcmdi".;urc3 for m111t:lry PU1?OCOC. In 
the end., economic dlfflC1.::1tic:. c:mnot· be clo~!~cd in i:1flutcd 11l1:itc.:~J 
bud~ct:J . H1:JtoY"'J is :fillcd \'Jith tho t'.TccJcc~e of e;rcnt nc.tlor.3 Ui1ic:1 
found it expedient to mc:.ndcr alone th,a.t course • . 
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:,,0;:;01,;.rCQ3 foz- milit.:!='Y p\,;::r.OO::;~:J mu::;t be held by th~ ~ocutiv0 D::"...::.nch 
:::ccu:':' ty • :1:: t;1C :'0.11 ·;;0 co 00, tIC \"1111 not need ar,ycnc cl::;c ·~o 
l'. i'ou:;"'ch a:. ... c.::l of for .... i~n policy t'le.! oh u111 i~uvc .0. COl1-
tin ...... inc ir:l;?o.c t or. our dor;:;,.:;.;t~c ::.1 t:'I.:ltlo;'l in tho nn.tt::."o 0:;:' 0\.:::''' 
rclc.t:lor1G t11t~1 nation::! contro!.linc; ::;icn1?1cc.nt ~ourccc ot the ~ 
. 
of the prcc~riOt;;=:1C:l3 of" ell .. "" o1tu.::t1on in th1::; connection 1n -:;ho 
J,:::;; D::'X cor. ·:;h~ ~ I de not pr fOGO to kr.o:-: t';~1Ct(.C': ... :::.ny u. S. ,ol:cy 
tc·.:.:.7. ... uc the ctatc3 o~ the r::ic!clc E.:lo'~ rr.1ght hove avoided ~!).C 1.:'iJ.o 
CU·;,; - Ol .... ~~ of 011 c:r.po!'ts . ! do !:r.o:J thct l;Ie have dor:c l:1tt.::!.c l.A;.~t::::' 
recently to pu:,"~mG C. policy 1,.1:-.ich m1ctt, lc~d to an .:J.cccp'.;~bl...::! ::/~.:.'ui:-
i ty in that re~1on . Vuith::'l.!lly,t tlO have paid our annu:ll ~'20 r.:i::li0D 
chore ot tho coote or tho Un1'tcd N;'l~~:1on:J Palcnt;in.a Rofu~co O: .. ....;c.n1~.:.-
t1on. F.:l1th1'rJlly .\l t'lC hove rc- !)lcdgcd suppor·t rOT the people c: I~:."' ... (;;:' 
• 
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and bacl<cd it liHi, ~eo ~'."3) ~"i10 \lc.1le, 
sO:':lchOt'l, thnt Gpa:cks HO'Jld :not li....;:A.t the tinder . 
t.';!tl-:. the problc:r.~ 0:' the ::~ddlc E.::..;:;.'c _or tr.:my yO:":""'o., the :".::.c-:" 1.; 
t;,=.',;: the :,::iddlc r:..l:;t hc~ 3ca::.~ccly been::. prc-occ1.Apa.t1or. 0: OU:' 
princip:.l pol!.cy ma;{cro except uhcr, the blood of ~'1!lr bcginc to i'~O·,i . 
:r.'ort\':r!~'.:;cly, Dr . K1sGin[;cr l:1t!1 his b.::.ckr;round, 1ntel1i~cnccJ .:l'.J='llt:r J 
t:i..r,lC . Hie cf'fortc. t,ndc:' the P:, .... e;::;,:i.dcnt nacre been ol.ltotandlr..; anc;. 
tt,crc nrc nOll thc zliiitlncr1r;.:.;c o~ hope i'or .:.;, durnbh: :::cttlc;.:c;1t. 
0.11 sl-.:iP:;;C1It3 to thic nat::'on fro; .. thz principal i.lddlc :::. .... t~;. .... l i''';''-~G''';. 
J-Io';JGver that n:ay be, it ::.Lo'...ld be apparent to us , a:) lle r::'cL: 0 .... ;; 
the c:.."'1s1s of 011, that oth;::l" C:o~;-.;;":Jt1c disruption::> o.re li!{cly 
thc rCGul t 01' an incre:.slnc u . s . dc~')cndence on ra';l fI1<ltc:.."i .... l::. i':..'c ..• 
ab:"'oa.d . If all is in sr.ol"t sU[.l:.Jly nou .. hO':'l l one \'111 1 it be b.)fc. .. '...: 
it 13 joined in that c~te~o~J by coppcr~ b~uxltc .. iron and othc~ 
m~tcrial:::2 
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Nor are "~1~JF1¥ If our problems arc cor,\plcx, 
contcr.1?lute the E.ituation l1i1ich confront3 Japan and Uestorn Europe. 
li'he :. ... .:!zourC00 to meet contcn.pol'.:lry needs arc f'lnite--not infinitc--
ar:d their disJcribution over the plcmet ie indifferent to the poli ticQl 
bu:r.'::-ie:cz which have evolved over the centuries . BOI"oora 1·[o:.. .. d 
spcC1~lated recently lit.:'l3.t; interdependence of our plo.netot"'J 111"0 \'1111 
cr.or::;ously ~trcncthcn our scn!::e 0:" the seriousness of the ccor.olode 
and "Gechnolo(;ical challc:n~c before us. • • 1~ 
For~ign Rclc.tio:'w ar.d ho\,.r they arc conductc6 ir. thone 
years \1111 have much to do ~'lith provine or dlsprovir.c; the accurocy 
of her obr.;:..:rvation . May I say that, 'in my judGment, the ;:>r~sidcn~t; 
ar.d t:'lC Secretary of Sto.te h~ve 'vee)') ~xercizine l eadership 1n brinG-
ing this nation to perceive that the qua l ity no l ess than the 
sec~rity of life 1n the United Stutes depends on tr.ore than a bal~ncc 
of terror, on ~ore than o~r relations with individual nutions or. 
even with groups of nation3 . In the not too distant future 'ole m.:lY 
have to speak not of for eign policy, but of poanetary policy . 
, 
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I ehould ~ ~p~to ravert '00 my apcnin;: 
CO:,!:i1cnt:l . At the out::;c'~ ,.. ~u1d t:i1.Q.t bro.2dcu3tinr; 1e <:l courcc of' 
enli,:;htcn::lcnt \:hich is dolT:'::: r:-• ....:.cn to crc.:.tc .:l t:n!vcr.ac.! intcllcc-
tu.::.l:...on . :n the United StUtC3 t;"lC "'~fJ.'J3 of tIllS enl:tghtcr.:ncnt c:.:::,c 
t:: ... '.;., ::;CC;~1 :!.r. pe:rspcctivc, sone or our doment1c d1ff1cultlec tr.1Ch',; 
I-.<lVC .)c::n o,vo1dcd or mit1Go.tcd 'by a r.10rc rC3tro.ir.cd viet,; of ow,:> 
in uI'3cnt need of reformulat1on end contruc"c1on . , 
,I 
At the Sal:1C tll':'l.c, i:iC r.1.uot al::.o fuce the f'o.ct thut Il d.;.;c"nt 
.future for the people 01' the United St~t~3 cannot be found by o:~ ·~:i;t=', . .; 
e. ncn-c:c1otC:1t c1001~ . \·;e nee t:lO r~st of the \'!orlc even 0.:: it nc.::.do 
ue. In ShOl~t J the ch.ellcn~e is to loOI{ out\';a::-d \'lith nc\-; e:.:·ccp'.;.::.c ..... , 
even c.s \'1e turn 1nuard to build anO!'1 nt homo. 
, 
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::'::1 thi~ 
,,;~1: ~C CO: ..... t:n!.catcc": to COU •• t:c...::.~ { .. il11on;; . You hold in yot:.r 
~;.::..nC;3 un in::.tj,"'ur.J.cn·~ "uy t·:hicr. all of the inhabitanto of thin plC.l"lct. 
Co.:1 l>cco~:c t,.UJ,l"C of the evolving nature of their &l.::.:>th- homc.:f 
cot.:,r0hcnu a co::-.mon destiny, and move f'oru':I.l'd t.ogethcr to ito 
roO-liz,-t1on. !1ay you unc thi~ irl.:::trur.wnt even more l1i:Jcly for 
COt1~. 
\ 
, 
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OPENING srATEMENT OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFlEIJ) 
before the 
Joint Congressional Leadershlp--Executlve Branch Group 
on Economic Foresight 
Tuesday J April 301 1974 
We are convened at the joint suggestion of the President and the 
Congressional Leadership on an issue of surpassing significance . Of sorts, 
this 1s an unprecedented gathering . I would hope that- it foreshado ..... s future 
contacts of a s1.m.ilar nature at the emergent stages of other issues vhlch f§' to 
the core of our national ..... ell- being . 
As to the immediate concern, this meeting represents a step in a 
process vhich began last February . Let me begin by defining the question before 
us, at least as I perceive it. Later 1n my remarks, I Yill suggest bov the 
necessary legislative framevork might be created to begin to come to grips with 
it. 
Scarcity, d~nlshing sources, expanding usage, cartels, production 
restrictions, steep price rises and crash- based planning- - for many of us these 
words help to describe the issue. In a more fundamental sease, the question 
we confront involves the manner in which vital elements of our national economic 
life have come to be organized . III particular, we need to ask ourselves : how 
are we eqUipped--or ill- equipped- - to address the next crisis in resources or 
materials or commodities that may engulf the nation . 
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What ve are here to explore 1s the possibility of creating an in-
strumentality vhich would, first, perceive "hat the fundamental needs of the 
nation vill be now and in the years ahead and then sort out the information that 
relates thereto and, finally, provide alternative policy recommendations that 
might help us--in the Congress and in the Executive branch--to take the action 
deemed essential to avert eatastrophes and to minimize hardships in the future. 
On this very point let me quote briefly from the report of a highly 
distinguished COmmission on a major aspect of the problem before us: 
For all its wide diversities the materials 
problem is indivisible . There must be, so~vhere, a 
mechanism for looking at the problem as a vbole, for 
keeping track of changing s1tuat1o~ and the inter-
relation of policies and programs. This task must be 
performed by an agency near the top of the administrative 
structure. 
Such an ageocy--should review all areas of the 
materials field and determine how they can best be re-
lated to each other. It should maintain on a continuing basis, 
a forward audit; collect and collate the facts and analyses 
of various agencies; and recommend appropriate action for the 
guidance of the President, the Congress and the Executive 
agencies. 
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The quotation 1s from the report of the President's Materials 
Policy Commisslon--the so- called Paley Commission. The date: June 2, 1952, 
22 years ago. Many of the same conclusions 'Jere dravn by the NatloneJ. Commission 
on Materials Policy whose findings were reported a year ago. Yesterday, the 
General Accounting Office reported similar conclusions . 
In short, for at least a quarter century experts have warned about 
coming cr ises vith regard to vital basic materials . What manifested itself 
so clearly last year when long lines of cars began stacking up for short rations 
of gasoline, was not so much a lack of data and lnf'orIJ14,tloD, but more importantly 
that we simply bad nO systematized method of assessing information in order to 
determine our needs early enouab and to move quickly enough to provide a 
reasoned an~er, or even to make the attempt . 
What if Government at any time inthe past tvo decades had established 
a central ic.formation unit--a data bank so to speak--charged vith compiling 
statistics on energy resources, analyzing on a continuing basis the status of 
supplY and sources, projecting consumption rates, reporting refining capacity, 
evaluating current technology and future application and equipped to report 
anticipated deficiencies directlY to Congress and to the President vith specific 
recommendations. There is little doubt , I think, that had such an agency 
existed, there would have been no fuel crisis, and, certainly, no reason to 
have addressed the matter on a crash basis merely to meet iImnedlate requirements 
for heat, light and transportation . 
And if it is energy today, of what vill we as a nation be in dire 
need tomorrow? Three or four years ago, the Interior Department told us that 
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there were at least thrteen basic minerals for most of which we depend upon 
sources outside the United States. The figure has grovn to forty or more. 
They range from aluminum. and chromium, to tin, lead, nickel and so on. For at 
least thirty of these materials, the nation has already become over ~ depen-
~nt upon other countries. In part, the dependence may be ansvered at some 
unknown future date by new technologies such as the recapture and recycling 
efforts that are just nov barely more than an idea. For now, how-ever, that 
dependence is with us and it is complicated by what happens when supplier 
nations gang together. 
I realize full well that the President and Secretary Kissinger are 
i...cying to inlprove the bargaining strength of the consumer nations insofar as 
pr>i.:-nleum is concerned.. But what happened with all 1s very likely to happen 
With baUXite, or copper or nickel or zinc or tin or whatever, when the basic 
needs of heavy consumer societies must be met by sources beyonA their national 
boundaries. At the White House last Wednesday morning, Secretary Kissinger 
stressed to the LeadershiP that the inter£i,ependence of developed and develop-
ing nations with regard to key resources was essential to global stability. 
But the international instrumentalities he envisioned to accommodate cooperation 
between producer and consumer nations can be established, it seems to me, only 
after there is constructed within our nation a mechanism able to grasp what is 
needed for our own people not only today but five or ten years hence. 
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The problem goes well beyond metals or minerals and does not relate 
only to those in which we are in a dependent status. In 1973, the nation 
experienced the biggest boost in the cost of groceries in over twenty- five 
years. Prices for fibers have risen 93 percent. The story of how inflation 
continues to wrack our people aD every front was ~1tten graphically in the 
double digit figures released just a couple of weeks ago--l~ from March of 
1973 to March of 1974; 14~ for the first three months of this year . 
And while Americans are ~e to pay more let us not forget that in 
some areas of the world, the basic commodities are not even available . The 
problem 1s worse in Europe, Asia and Latin America. A whole corridor spanning 
the African Co~inent is now caught in a struggle for survival under the ~n 
burdens of drought and famine . 
I believe 
In the United States, however,/it is largely the question of basic 
shortages aDd related matters which will mandate the crises . And the crises, 
one after another, will pounce on us most assuredly unless and until as a 
nation we are prepared to adjust our government apparatus to meet the fundamental 
problem. That problem is not really so much one of the a~sence of information . 
At last report, more than fifty federal agencies and administrations were collect-
ing and compiling relevant data and that was before any apparatus was set up to 
address environmental concerns or to monitor product safety or to perform a host of 
other recently legislated activities . 
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Take a specific example. In the Commerce Department there are some 
160 professionals In the Office of Business Research and Analysis and 20 or 30 
of them alone are dealing with information on industrial commodities. Look 
at it in broader terms. We find that for data on imports and exports, we can 
turn to the Agriculture, Treasury and Commerce Departments, the Council on 
Economic Policy, FEO, the Special Trade Representative and more; for production, 
there are the Interior and Agriculture Departments, HUD, FEO and more; for basic 
regulatory decisions, there are DOT, ICC, FTC, EPA, the Federal Reserve and 
more; and so it goes. While the mint wants to watch silver for one reason, DOD 
, ' 
has a different objective In mind. In some Instances,~two or ~e~d1fferent 
agencies with overlapping responsibilities arrive at contradicting appraisals 
of the present state and future prospects of the same industry. 
The situation is not very different here in the Congress, except in 
magnitude. When it comes to our diverse and seemingly insatiable appetites 
for ejonomic information, our Committees reflect the same fractured state as 
the Executive: In the Senate, it is Agriculture and Forestry for agriculture, 
minerals, pesticides, fertilizers, timber and wood materials; Armed Services 
for strategic materials, stockpile; Banking, HOUSing and Urban Affairs for 
materials export policy, foreign trade, silver and gold production; Commerce for 
materials recycling, resource development, materials allocation, materials 
commodity controls; Foreign Relations for the importation of Rhodesian chrome; 
Interior and Insular Affairs for mining and minerals policy; Public Works for 
national materials policy, materials recycling; Select Committee on Small 
Business for materials production; Finance for the gamut of trade; Joint 
Committee on Atomic Energy for fissionable materials; Joint Economic Committee 
for materials recycling; Joint Committee on Defense production for strategic 
materials, stockpile; Government Operations on any or all of the above, and so on. 
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In the House, it is much the same story. 
So, I repeat, it is not necessarily the lack of knowledge that 
confronts us. NOT Is it that we are seeking governmental intervention, controls 
or what-have-you. I~ is, rather, the question of how to coordinate and apply 
available knowledge in a manner which permits wise and rational policy choices 
to surface in a timely fashion and at a sufficiently high level of government 
to make them useful. 
In 1952, the Paley Commission called for an organization to discharge 
this aver -all function which would be neither an operating agency nor a super-
visory agency but rather one with the function of "forward audit" concerned with: 
tre total pattern of activities in the materials 
and energy field; the relationships of individual programs 
to each other ; the scope and dimensions of foreign production 
materials programs and their relationship to domestic programs; 
the probable effects of current production programs on the 
long-term materials position, the selection and development 
of current programs in the light of long-term requirements; 
programs for both scientific and technological research on 
materials, and their interrelations; and the relationship 
of materials policies to manpower, and to fiscal and foreign 
policies which may in various measure bear on materials. 
Needless to say , little was heard of these suggestions subsequently . 
At best, pieces of these over-all functions were scattered through the government 
in the usual pattern of fragmentation . So we are here, today, to try once more. 
What we are seeking to do is to explore whether or not there can be created a 
meaningful instrumentality, to coordinate and to interpret and to forecast, which 
will enable the nation to expand its field of vision in this fundamental area of 
our national life. 
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The Senate Minority Leader (Mr. Scott) and I put 1t 1n these words 
in our letter to the President proposing this meeting: 
It 1s our suggestion that we consider bringing 
together representatives of the Legislative and Executive 
Branches of the government on a regular basis with those 
of industry and labor and other areas of our national life 
for the purpose of thinking through our national needs, not 
only as they confront us, today, but as they are likely to 
be five, ten or more years hence and how they are best to 
be_met. If the government 1s to intervene in tbese matters, ~ 
as 1t is now doing, an e~ort ought to be made to put that 
intervention, as far as possible, on a rational and far -
sighted basis. 
TO sort out information, to look at the whole and to identify potential 
areas of crises and to provide alternative policy recommendations in that 
perspective, that is how I think the mandate of a new instrumentality, if it 
were to be established, ought to be envisioned . TO this instrumentality would 
fall the responsibility of perceiving the relationship of an adversity in one 
....... , ~ ~~ .. -na·r..J:OW...economi.c s.egment_ to_..othez=. segments..; of how, f'or example_, a ...fer:U .. 1.1.zer ............. u~~ .. 
shortage, might aff'ect food supplies on down the line, and what might be done 
to remedy that, since fertilizer depends on such essentials as natural gas, 
- '" - phosphates and nitrogen . Do..wano"t...al.s.o ne.ed the capacity to pe·rce.i'le the_whole 
of f'ederal intervention in the economy if it must occur and how the individual 
parts of that intervention relate to one another? That such a capacity did not 
"' ''''''.1 " • .-.exist _when we sold of'f our wheatrxeserves is obvious. Did it- not ex1-st,., ,,,too,.t--' 
when we sold abroad in the last six or eight months half of our national tin 
reserves --a material the source of Which we classify as lOCi foreign dependent? 
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Does i t exist when we over seed our f iel ds with soybeans today knowing that 
price instabil ity l ies even nov on t he horl~on as evidence accumulates of a 
rep l enished protei n feed source off the coast of South America? 
I think all of us here sense that there exists some kind of r equire -
ment to deal with questions of this kind or, I daresBY , we would not be meeting 
at all. At the end of this meeting , therefore, it vould be my hope that \Ie 
might at least be able to state that much affirmatively. It \lOud be my hope, 
too , that we might go on from there Bnd begin to clarify our thinking on some 
additional questions. I n order to f ocus the discussion, I vould like to set 
fo r t h these questions at this time . The first is ; ~ 
What kind of instrumental ity, if any, might meet this requirement? 
As proposed In the Leadership letter to the president, it was our thought that 
it should be one that is representative of the nation if it i& to be effect~vel 
one, therefore , that would embrace representatives not only of the Legislative 
and Executive Branches but elements of industry, labor, agriculture and other 
significant segments of our national life . It should be a continuing instru-
mental ity equipped, first, to draw on information from all sources on the status 
of resources , materials and commodities and other aspects of our economy--tasks 
peTformed now by dozens of agenc ies 'and organizations across the speotrum of 
national l ife , both public and private . Secondly, it must have the means to 
forecast the problems by drawing information out of the present massive but 
fragmented system . Thirdly, it must have -the eapacity to CO"v'fl~ ita 'prodeot.ions ~ 
into recommended policy options that might embrace such measures as conservation, 
research, stockpi l ing, all ocation , modernization , manpower , export controls and 
whatever el se may be necessary to keep v-1tal , the nation ' s econo~ . Finally, it 
must be in a position to report its findings authoritatively to the president 
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and the Congress the ultimate arbiters of policy and the sources of action for 
the federal government. That is only one possible approach to this question. 
Others might see the requirement in different terms. 
r think it vas last December at the annual meeting of the American 
Economic Association that Dr. Stein said, "Maybe we need an economic planning 
agency." The statement reflects for me and for many others a deep frustration 
with the disjointed way government has tended for decades not so much to act but 
instead to re-act when a component of this gigantic, intricate machine of the 
U. S. economy gets out of whack. It 1s not only, for example, that a decision 
to build or not to build a neW' steel mill or chemical pMnt, or to start a 
mining operation can have major repercussions throughout a community, the nation, 
and even abroad, it is also that a shortage of raw materials derived from petroleum 
can shut down auto plants in Detroit and manu1'acturers of recording tapes in Los 
Angeles. As one noted economist characterized our present approach not long 
ago, it is like the old circus act with five clowns in a car, one pressing the 
gas, another pulling the brake, the third spinning and steering the wheel, the 
fourth blowing the horn and one sitting on top holding on for dear lUe. That 
one on the top, I suppose, is the American public. 
As a second focal point of this preliminary discussion, I would note 
that a number of Congressional Committees are interested in aspects of this 
problem and are advancing concepts and proposals which are designed to deal with, 
at least, parts of it. There comes to mind, for example, the work in the senate 
Commerce Committee and the Senate Government Operations con:anittee. There are 
probably other explorations underway in House committees and undoubtedly in other 
senate Committees. Others, I would assume, are working on the problem in Executive 
agenCies, not to speak of the activity of the United Nations, of private founda-
tions, and the universities. In any event, it would be my hope that we would 
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consider in this group whether or not we wish to recommend to the President and 
the Congress the establishment of a temporary Commission of Executive and 
Legislative representatives and private citizens to examine all of these pro-
posa.ls and any others having to do with this question. Such a Commission might 
propose tbe design of a continuing instrumentality which would be capable of 
giving the President and the Congress the kind of integrated perception of our 
national requirements now and in the future which bas heretofore been lacking. 
Senator Scott and. I have had draft legislation prepared along these lines . In 
:the event that this route of establishing a temporary ConW'nisslon on the qUestion 
meets with ·tb~ general approval, I would hope that this draft, a copy of vhicb 
1s before you, would be studied and that the group would be prepared to move 
ahead , to the end that legislation to create l:."'UfN:1d a special c ssion along 
these general lines might be introduced within the next couple of weeks . 
I should like to conclude these remarks on this note . As we have 
had this draft resolution prepared, it is designed to minimize political factors 
and to place the consideration of this fundamental national problem on a basis 
of equiality as between the branches and as between government and the private 
sector . In my judgment, the system under which this natiOD survives and grays 
depends as much on cooperation as it does on competition among the cores of 
power and responsibility within the government and within the nation . If there 
15 any area in which the element of cooperation is imperative, it is in safe-
guarding the livelihood and well-being of the nation , not only in terms of 
needs, today, but in terms of the needs of tomorrow and tomorrow . Whatever we 
dO , therefore, let us try to do it in that context, in the context of cooperation 
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between the two parti es, cooperation between the two branches and cooperation 
betveen the basic seE9l1ents of our national life . When it comes to the nation's 
basic economic needs, there is no advantage to be gained for any particular 
8e~ent in government or private life. It we do not work together, today 1 
in this sphere, there will be no need to ask for whom the bell tolls; it will 
toll for all of us tomorrow. 
• 
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REMARKS OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (D . , MONTANA) 
AT THE 
A:iN AL CONVE~ITION 
OF 
THE ARKANSAS BANKERS ASSOCIATION 
THE ARLINGTON HOTEL 
HOT SPRI~GS, ARKANSAS 
TUESDAY , MAY 7, 1974 
It is not without some ret~cence that I choose to 
address you on the subject of ConGress~onal leedersh'p. As so~e -
one has recently pOinted out, the tr.,uble ,dth be!.ng a p:>l!.tic?l 
leader these days is that you cannot be sure whether peoole ~re 
f?llowing you or chasing you. ~~ether it is called a ~essage 
or a "signal, U some sort of shock. h1\s def~_nitely been sent by the 
people to W~shington . s 3 .; :tJ 5 as 2. ; 
*zt blS I i. ~* .. ;.a_...,.' ... *.ilm " ....... , ... """ .. w;. .......... f""""' ....... jl1l ... 
..... ~--------------~-
However that may be, it is obvious that the public 
impression of the Federal government, at this t~me, is not a 
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happy one . A recent public opinion poll shO\\'s the Presidency at one 
of its lowest ebbs i n history . I must ack..'1o ...... 1edge that , according to 
the same poll , only the Congress had fallen lo1t:er in public esteem. 
Rev/eve r, I am glad to note that the most recent Gallup poll - -for April--
showed that the Congres s had risen in the public esteem from 21 percent 
to 30 percent . To me , this is most encouraging because i t could ind::"-
cate a recognition of the fact that the Senate has not been diverted 
by ~,Iatergate or re lated matters, but has attended to its duties under 
the Constitution as it should, and has performed its job with dedicR -
tion, dtgnity and res ponsib:U i.ty . 
Nevertheless , one must admit that there is a deep sense of 
public dissatisfaction ..... ith the Federal government. Our people are 
caught between the jen"ls of a fierce inflation . The effects of th is 
painful pressure ..... ere intensified by the oil cr isis , increased food 
prices , and a growing awareness of an inequitable tax structure . To 
cap the s ituation a re the shocking blows against the nation 1 s politicDl 
institutions wh i ch have been delivered by the tragedies of ",'Jatergate 
and related matters . 
Whatever the sense of frustration , I hasten to add that I do 
not think that the nat~on is at the end of the road . To the bumper 
sticker ""h i ch commands! '!America : Love it or leave it , ll the response 
i s simple : whatever the current i rr i tants, who is leaving and who 
doesn ' t love it? 
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You can understand the reasons for that sentim.ent . Your 
business, at its best , is a symbol of this country . It is econom~c 
energy and financial gro\<,'th to· keep the economy rolling . It..:.s 
fresh ideas , competition, progress, service, a fa~"';h in the futt:.re 
of the people of the nation . Qualities such as these go with the 
United States . They have enabled us to withstand the gravest 
adversity in the past . They provide the binders .. ."hich hold the 
natIon together, even at a time of government d~.sa rray . 
Out of these qualities will come the source of ~oIT'.orra~;·:: 
renewal of the nation's soirit . It is ~n this context--~n ~h0 
context of renewal- - that I would ~ike to d' scuss the COfl..gress of 
the United States , its role and the leadership it is try:~ to 
contribute to the nat~on in this t~me of trial. 
Thirteen years ago, I was elected th~ Majority Leader a .... 
the United States Senate . The mandate has ~een renewed by my 
colleagues at regular two year intervals . Many have taken issue 
'·lith the nature of that leadership over ";he years . It is a 
political fact of life that so:ne ind·· vlduals--even so:ne a"; th:'s 
meeting- - I assume there are at least a few Re;)Ublicans he~e--\ ... ')ulc 
have preferred me to be the leader 0'" a minor"'_ty . 
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During that thirteen-year perioe , the functioning 
organs of the Democratic ~ajor1.ty have been strengthened con-
slderably in the Policy Committee, the Steering Committee and 
in the Democratic Caucus . There is greater freedom in the 
selection of members to various committees, the criteria for it 
being based primarily on geography and ph11osophy,and the select~on~ 
~re made by secret ballot by the reer.bers of t~e Steeri~g Co~m~ttee . 
The selections mus t then be approved by the Democratic Caucus and 
any selection made is subject to approval or dis1pproval, as the 
Caucus decides . The final decision then is up to the Senate es 
a whole. This, I think, is the best way to operate in a body 
composed of one - hundred Senators- - all eoual . 
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Notwithstanding my party role in the Senate, I can assure 
you that there exists a close working relat:l_onship ~11th the leader-
ship of the Gther party . To be sure, Senator Scott of Pennsylvanip. 
and I have differences . Most of all, ho .... :ever, we share our proble:ns 
i n co~~on. A Senate in continuRl part'san conflict is a~ ineffectu~l 
Senate . The Senates of the past few years have had their faults 
but measured by any responsible yardstick, they have been e~fective . 
They have been active, innovative, careful, cooper3tlve, and they 
have been made up of Americans with a sense of decency, integrtty . 
and fair play . 
In the past year, in po.rtlcul.:-tr, the Leg~slat1_ve 3rD..nCh. 
has been the principle rock o~ the Republic and the guard~an of 
Representative gover~~ent . On the funda~ental co~st~tutional 
questions, party labels have faded almost completely . On the many 
lesser issues, 'tJhether the energy crisis, taxes, appropriations 
or • .... hatever , there are differences between the p~rties and even 
within the parties in the Congress . There are also differences 
between the branches and the Congress . It can be no other way. 
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We are a government of separate branches; our politics remain 
lodged in two major parties . The juxtaposition of views from 
these various centers of political power are healthy and they are 
essential under our system of government . 
I would note in this connect" on that the Democratic 
Majority 1n the Congress accepted without question the vast 
electoral mandate given a Republican President in 1972 . '::e are 
not, however, overawed by it . ":e concluded that the retentio~ 
of the Democrat~c Majority in the Congress also carried a message . 
He read it as a separate mandate from the voters for the assert~. on 
of the independent functions of the Legislative Branch . T.~erefo~c, 
we acted to reinforce the Nation's system of checks and balances 
against ""'hat seemed to us to be an excessive accur.l.Ulation of power 
in the Executive Branch and, may I say, that in this process \\'e 
had a great deal of help from the Republicans in Congress. 
The accumulation of Executive pO\1er did not begin in the 
present administration . It has been going on, administration after 
administration, for decades and much of it had become lodged, as a 
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iievertheless, 
of a decided shift toward one - branch government which most members 
of the Congress of both parties found deeply disturbing in a 
Constitutional sense . 
In my judgment, the ('roalon <.1f th(' n.Yt1(.(",1!1 01' ('!wl'lul 1I1H1 
balances has been halted . It hlUI nC'lt 1l('1'1l f·.·!~I.V . 
d t l ''"nl' "'1,1 '. n ., "II'IIlI'II!., I!' III~ 1'111''':1,'11 I ... 1\" make cc s.onc n:J onc r(',,~'· \. , 
so . I II . II In'' ':"n~l!"I'fl "",I "r' 1\1<' 111', In ConSl'('!:\G . n 11\1\, ell' '" V I'! . H' 
House ~:e:r.bers not only h:1ve to agrc'c 
to te.ke to rench 1 t . 
If the country h.1 1\PC In t.\\(' b('I\{' 
might .... 'ell d I
,ot t"" .~ \ t,n'lt, \ 1"':\ m \ 1'.1 It. h,'\\'f' pon cr w .,' "~. 
I I, \..,. "1'1 I' i ndop('n<lt'l\ '; ,01:. \., 
not been an ." " 
11,.,III,.\\.r,,1 /11,.,11\\'1'\'11 
and Democrats . The 
'been fI nl"\"" 
fact is that there haD 
\,' \' 
imput into National 
"t ycnr thn.n 
d hip In the P"" Lea ers . 
congresSiO!1al 
I 
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at a ny other time in many years . i\Ttlile it may be too early for 
this change t o be felt or even to be widely perceived, it is, 
neve r theless , a change of great significance . A few years ago, 
for example , this nation's principal concern was to get out of 
Viet Nam . That was not e. new concern . The goal of withdrawal 
... ms not adopted in 1973 or 1972, but i n the distant past, scarcely 
a year after the beginning of the deep military co~mitment, and ~t 
was reiter ated in just about every State of the Union message by 
two Presidents year-arter- year for a half- dozen years . For even 
more years , individual rilembers of Congress hc:.d spoken out against 
a continuance of the involvement. 
But at the beginning of the 93rd Congress, THe \\'ere stil ~ 
in Viet Nem . In 1973- - last year--Americans \.y-ere still dying in 
Indochina. . The urgency remained : to translate words of peace 
into action . In 1973 that 'wetS done . A settlement "laS negotiated 
with the Nor th Vietnamese by Dr . Henry K~ssinger, the present 
Secretary of State under the direction of the President . It is 
not to ignor e that achievement to note that the full and f i nal 
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wlthdrawal of our m':'lltary forces "';:15 brought o.bout only a.f'ter a 
sNelling chorus of public oppos!. t~on to the .. lllr 'lias registered n 
the Congress; the Congress, in turn, th~n cn:lcted an absolute 
legal insistence on the 't:ar's end . It 'll~S the Congress \';h'ch 
thereafter also shut tight the le&a' gate to re ·.nvolve~ent anY' .... hr>rc 
~n Indochina, notwlthstanding a '~ct d ' ~ch res~stance by the 
Executive Br~nch . 
Hopefu::'ly, .. :e h~ve seC:1 .... .,.(" 1 ,,~t o.f" these r:1::' :tary 
intrusions into other lands . ~nso-r~~ ~s Cong~~ss can re~tr~'n t~r 
Exccut:'ve Branch oy leg~.~lc.tio!1, '\.:~ h"'/c do:':.c ::>0. Hcrec.!'tcr . the 
sub3tantial use abroad of the .!'!l~l~t .. yy forces of th's n::tt'.on .'1'''..' 
be dependent on an ~ cansider3.t ~on of the qucst'.on be .... ore t~e 
people of the no.tion . 'Har, by Nh::'1teve::- n"r:l.e 't ts cal:!.ed, 's too 
fundamental a question to leave to one Er:lnch 'llone . The ".egis~ '1-
tio!). which CO:1gress has p::l.sscd ·3.3:':G th~t ~t be dec'dec. by the 
President together with the Congresc , I .... i'revl~ous Congresses 
allo ..... ed a wi theri!).g of their rCGpOnD I.b..!..l t~es as ~ss':"gncd by the 
Constitution , and they did, I hope the present Congress will be 
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remembered for having restored the~ . I hope we have seen the last 
of back- door entries into devastatlng '!small \'lars . II 
Tile faced someth::'ng ne!,o.' in Viet Nern and Indochina . It 
was an amb:guous war, over - si~plified as an anti - co~~unist crusade . 
As we later discovered, it was part civil war, part tribal confl~ct, 
part international clash, and part flwar of liberation . " In retro-
spect, ..... e plunged recklessly into that ambiguity and ..... e re:nained 
i~mersed long after our presence had lost all relevance to this 
nation's interest, not to speak of the \·:ell - being of the Vietnamese 
people who were turned into refugees by the r:1111ions . Viet Nam is 
over now, for us, if not for the Vietnamese . The families of the 
bereaved A:nericans--55,000 0:' them-- have nl)t forgotten the '.':ar, nor 
have those who, like the 303,000 wounded, including the 25,000 to 
30 , 000 paraplegics, bear its permanent scars . Nor can we forget 
the cost 1n treasure, a cost ,.;hich \\'111 amount to $352 billion by 
the middle of the next century , Th . ,t r':"gure, ~. ncide:1tally, is an 
estimate based on the assumption that the , .. ar would end by 
June 30 , 1970 . The source for these C ,Bures 1s contained in the 
Statistical Abstr ac t of the United States, issued by the U. S. 
~epartment of Co~~erce under date of 1973 . Indeed, the war should 
not be for gotten , least of all, by the governMent if, for no other 
reason , t han that its experiences are relevant elsewhere . 
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In foreign policy- - in the aftermath of Viet Nam-- there 
is a need for continuing re- examinat~on of our attitudes, polic~es 
and commitments . There is a need for a renet'lal of the thought 
with regard to the rest of the world . The recent agreement bet"leen 
Egypt and Israel is of significance in th).s connection . The 
President and the Secretary of State have acted so far with inven-
tiveness and astuteness in regard to the ~nterplay of developments 
in the Middle East , the gene:oal internat'onal situation and the 
' . ,rorld- ..... ide economic consequences of the energy crisis . In that 
effort, they have had t'lide and non-partisan support from the Senate 
and the Congress . 
vlhile I am on this subject, I ":Quld like to commend 
Secretary Kissinger . He has been superb . To date, he has brought 
great knowledge, a high intelligence and deep dedication to the 
vlhole range of our international policies . To that I can attest, 
personally, having joined him in an inter - American Conference in 
Mexico City several l.'leeks ago . His erudition and candor won the 
kind of warm response from our neighbors to the South which has 
not been forthcoming in many years . 
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I ..... ould also point to his unflinching efforts , 'with the 
full support of the President , to improve relations ,'lith the Soviet 
Union and "'lith the People's Republic of China . In these policies, 
too, which have had substantial suppo~t froM the Congress, lies a 
renewal of the nat:i.on' s foreign policies . A sterile cold war show:s 
signs of yielding to the positive efforts of the President and the 
Secretary of state to strengthen international peace . I would hope 
that they \,,'ill be able to maintain the mo~entum which they have 
generated in this connection . I \-:Quld hope" too, that they ..... '~:..ll 
move to reduce the huge U. S. military garr:sons in Europe and 
ASia, the almost 2,000 bases we have overseas, and to bring abou~ 
a reduction of nuclear and other armuments on a nutual basis. 
Certainly the Senate Leadership will support the Executive Branch 
in this connection . To the extent that reductions in these finan -
c:al burdens and drains on our resources can be achieved, it will 
be possible to divert our efforts to the construct:ve i~~er needs 
of the nation . Our National secur~ty, may I say, is subject to 
danger not only from armed enemies abroad but from those ~nner 
discontents "lhich feed on neglect at home . 
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While there is reason for optimism in r egard to a renc'/la: 
in for eign affairs , it \\'111 be of little avail unless there is also 
a restoration of confidence in government and in the nation ' s 
political institutions at home . It is not just a question 0:: 
watergate or forgetting it or. pretending that it never happened . 
It is the ... ,hole cloth of goverl'lJ'!"'.ent i'lhich has become tattered \\,..;.th 
doubt , distrust , and dissat:"sfact: on . It ":'!ould, indeed, be co!!-
venient were it possible to exorcise ::'n a moment all the ~.nertia, 
neglects , and abuses that have gone into creating thjs climate . 
That cannot be . What can be done ~_s to use the ch~ ef instruments 
of government--the Courts, the Coneress and to the deeree that it 
is prepared to cooperate, the Executive Branch-- to dissolve these 
abuses befor e they become fatal to liberty . Th~t is a fu~damental 
responsibility of public leadership-- i~ the Congress, no less than 
in the Presidency . 
Before all else, the people have a right to an electoral 
system f r ee of doubts and capable of yielding honest, responsible 
and r e s ponsive government open to all and shaped to meet the needs 
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of all . It is incumbent on us to foreclose an excessive intrusion 
of great wealth , whether coq)orate, labor, personal or whatever, 
into the electoral process . That is 0. solerr.n and urgent obligation 
and, in:ny judgment, it will not be met exce9t as we are prepared, 
in the end , to pay for the public business of elections largely 
ioJith public funds . \'ie are moving :'n that direction . The Senate 
has taken the lead by passing, in 1973, the Presidential Campaign 
Fund la'I.' . The Senate 0:1 April 11 p.3ssed a. camp.'1ign r':'nance act 
covering Congressional races . Both are now in the House . 
After what n3S come to light i:1 the 1.1st year, I would 
hope that the President .. Iill join 'Nith the Congress':'onal Leadershio 
in suppo~ting efforts to scrub up the present syste~ of campaign 
financing . If it was in 1972 that v!atergate arose, and in 1973 tr::ot 
it was investigated, may it be said that the. matter \'Jas finally 
ended 1n 1974 in a ne~ systecr of o?en elect.:.ons open:y paid for . 
It is up to the Congress, too, to do something about 
other government abuses . Quite apart from ~':<ltergate, for example; 
there have been invasions into the most intimate \wrkings of our 
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lives~ into the privacy of all A~er~cans, by ill-coordinated, 
bureaucratic activity . There have been mis~nterpretatio~s and 
maladministrations of la'f:s, sometixes to the extent that they 
bear little or no resemblance to "Ih::lt Congress ~ ntended ':'n the 
enactment , Representative governInent has yet to deal effectively 
-
with the problem of how to keep bureaucracies responsive to the 
public need , especially when they grovi large, inert, cumbc!'so~e, 
and as in our times, more and more, autonatcd and ~mperson? l . In 
my judgme:1t, Congress spends enough time .... :ri.ting la'l:s--in some 
instances, too much . It M.:'1y be th.'lt 't is t~:ne, nO':1, for Congress 
to devote itself mere to looking to the manner of execut~on of 
these laws . 
vlliat watergate, election abuses 0nd, often, a distant 
bureaucracy have done to public confj.dence with regard to the 
Federal govern.;nent, the energy cris .'_s h~s done in the reaL>n of 
the nation's economy. 
The immediate responsibility is to make certain that oil 
shortages do not agaln devastate the economy and that the price of 
past neglect is borne equitably by all Americans . 
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Beyond the immediate , ",ih<J.t Ke must have is a foundation 
of facts on .. ,hi.ch to build a n<lt ·. on~l policy on energy . v:e have 
to know far more than \': e kno't\' now' ~ \'.'e are to. meet i';hat o-:'he::rt·:":"se 
could promise to be a recurrent threat to the -nation 's Kell - being. 
It would be a threat 0:: i':idespread business shutdowns, of trans -
portatlon pa r alysis and of & permanent inflation which can only 
culm::'nate ';'n receSSion, u:'1e::tployment and -')ppall::'ng hum::tYl hards!1 " ') . 
Th~t, the people of this nation '~li.l: ':"lot tolqrate . Thnt, the 
Congress of t~e United States no less than the Execut've Branch 
~ust do all ~n its power to prevent . I hope thot the b~:: of 
bla:ne , therefore, • .,.i11 n:::>t be p~sscd bet.-:ccn the t' . ..;o branches for 
fa. '.lure to ::neet the proo~_c!!'; I hop.::: \\'e w':"11 be "ole t-:: ....:0:;:1;. 
together to resolve ~t . 
The energy cr':"s':"s shocted th o S :l'J,J'; .:'on . In so c:)::'ng , .:..t 
h'Js also shown us in a sudden flash the precar':'ous man!1er ".n ~\!h':.cJ.-. 
our eYltire nat'ona: economlc :!..l""c has C,):rlC to be orbo."!1..~~ed . It s 
all well and good to be concerned at th.·.s t '.!:'.e ,dth the shortage 
of petroleum . But >,lnat of bauxite, nic',(el , t ~.n, ~ron , ".nd c09per; 
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·1.nd 'n~ny other !:1=,ter..i..als? -,":,"'t 0:' :\'ood and concrete'" -';heY'e ,,:.:.. .... 
the supp'1. ~_CG of these and o"'he!' c::;c"'1t· "'''.G co~(> f:-o;n n the Y'2~r:; 
h '.gh- pr '.ced ~_mports "the next ':' 
To S::iy that .. :c h"',v" bcc'1 E:'xtr"'v:~B"'.n:' ":;' th our res?urccz 
t~ ',,'h'c:, the ",'sest .:tnd honc~"t C~:"I rC'i' ... ..,. 
also cxh,'lust.i..blc resources? To r.:.ect the i:1.::;h':1gtcn-:.':"l s"':"''''.d''rd--
:-ene\>: • 
Congress will not stop with the end of the encrey cris · s. The neer" 
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1s tQ ~ea rn fr om a bad drean before it becomes a nightmare . 7hc 
need i s to begin, now, to take a careful look at not only the 
.('"'!.ashing of isolated \\'arning l':"ghts b'.l.t at the whole :'..ntegrated 
sv; - tchbo."!rd of our nat:'..o;'lcl econo~ ' c existence . 
It is not enough, for example , fo r the Federal govern."llc.,.,J; 
to dole out tens of n:'l ~":'ons o'!: doll'1rs :.n a rescue opera~ ~on -;'"l 
kee? a bankrupt Penn Ce':1.tr~l Ro. ",lro,"'Id on the tracks . ;';e need ~';) 
knOl'; "he r e nn act~_on of t:,,':.s k":'nd into <l no.tional rn..:.l po~_ · c:- · 
",\'hcr e that policy, in turn, f ' ts ~ nte a tota 1 trans porta t:'..on pcttr"""1; 
,':here that pattcr~, ' n t'J.r'1. , f ' ts ' n"':.o the over,"!ll tra:'!zpor:'o. Jc:.'1!,} 
rc,:,,;u:"re:!lents and the Qva ' l"'b':' ~ .:. 7.y 0.(' fue::'s and other CS:::;C':1-:~,:;~ 0 
in meeting them , not only todoy, bu~ ~0r the next decade or nore . 
In sh?r t , '\','e need to t~:'..nk -::.hcad ",nd to th-:nk ~:1 .1.n ':'ntcgrated 
fashion . "ie need t? beg':''1 t? -:.~'r.e the h.,rd c':1?~ccs beti':ecn .... :h"'t 
is more important t? the n:!t::"on ,::-nd ~';hat :!.S less, bet't>leen :'s 
endur :'.. ng a nd wha t is t r ansitory . ':'hat is the full scale by'to.'h:'..c h 
gove r nmen t inter vention n the nat'~on ' s econo:lY, .. :hen ' t ::'lust J.;~",", 
place, s hould be measur ed . Unless Ke begin soon to deve:!..op th"t 
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scale, the right hand of government \,1111 tend more and more to 
undo , .. hat the left hand has done . Accordingly, on February 19, 
the Minority Leader, ,';ho s!lares this vie"i, jo.'..ned ..... ·i.th me ::"n 
addressing to President Nixon the follo,'/ ;"ng letter: 
Dear Mr . President : 
It occurs to us that there .'..5 a need to loo~ 
beyond the current cr ";'51s to the '·.'cy in which our 
economic li~e has co~e to be organized . The energy 
shortage is a part, not the i\'ho!e of the d::"fficulty 
'-/hieh confronts the n;'ltion! s eco:1o:;J.Y. Danger s~.gnals 
are flashing eslev,here on the complex switchboard of 
our national existence . 
It is our thought that there must be a better way 
to deal with the needs of our people than by Federal 
intervention and bai:'-outs t:> shore up falter:_ng pa~ts 
of the econo~y, on a crash bas~s . ~he practice of 
,-"tai ting for the stor::ns to s:.rike and then, hurriedly, 
erecting shelters is not only wasteful and inefficient 
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of the resources of the nation but its cumulative 
effect may well be devastating . 
There is a need, it seems ~~ us, to anticipate 
and , as far as possible, to act in an orderly fashion 
before the di.fficulties have descended on us . Unless 
'oJe have some synchror.':'zed a!"l.d coordinated machinery for 
th:.s purpose, the ::1aticn ~ .. ' 11 be sub.Ject to a plague 0:-
crises, one after another, in the years a.head . It is 
our suggest:"on, therefore, th~t Ne consider br':'ngi':1g 
together representat:~ves of the Leg slc.tive and F.xecu-:ive 
3ranches of govern~ent on a regular basis with those c~ 
:i.nduztry and labor and other o.reas o~ our national life 
for the purpose of th~_nkinb through our national needs, 
not only as they confrO':1t us, today, but as they are 
likely to be five, ten or more years hence and hOtoJ they 
are best to be met . If the gcver~~ent is to ~~tervene 
in these matters as it is dolng, an effort ought to be 
made to put that i~tervent~on, as far ~s possible, on 
a rational and far - sighted basis. 
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We would appreciate your reaction to thi~ suggestion 
and would be prepared to ':JOrk 11 " th the Executive :araYlch 
in bringing about a cancerted consideration of the 
proposal . 
Sincerely, 
Hugh Scott Mike .Mansfield 
The Pres ident, O!1 ~,~arch 25, 1974, agreed to our suggest· rm 
and the first meeting of the joint :e:ldersh' '9 of both Houses ~nd 
representatives of the Executive branch occurred on Apr:~ 3~ . 
was a good beginning and "t r.1:lrks Leg":"sl:3:t':'ve-Executlve coopera"t·o:--
and 9artnership at its best . 
Let me close by saying thilt there is a great deal th.'3.t· 
is right in this nation . He are a generous country .. ;ith a strong; 
decent, industrious and cO::1pass :"onate people . There is ample 
intelligence and inventiveness and <:tn ',rrL":lense experience and 
vi~ality in our :nldst . If, "'lorking t:Jgcther, tod,~,y, ',,'e ;-;':'11 pu~ 
these attributes to use foy the benefit of all, there need be no 
fear for the nation l s tomorro'.-J. 
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This nation i>.'::..ll .... ;ithstand the advers.:..ty of today _ 
This nation '.-Jill find , again, i;'1 the months and years ahead, 
the essential political leadershi9 in the Pres ".dency and i:1 the 
Congress. He must, and I':e ltJill, rcnex o.nd endure . 
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REMARKS OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD 
AT THE 
CLOSING PLENARY SESSION 
OF THE 
FOURTEENTH MEXICO -UNITED STATES INTERPARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE 
MAY 15 , 1974 
Senator Olivares, Congressman Rodriguez , Congressman Wright , fellow 
parliamentarians from Mexico and the United States , distinguished guests, ladies 
a nd gentlemen : 
The statutory authority for participation by Members of the United 
states Congress 1n these Interparliamentary Meetings contains a simple, straight-
forward mandate : 
" . Members of Congress shall be appointed to meet 
jointly and at least annually with Representatives of the Chamber 
of Deputies and Chamber of Senators of the Mexican Congress for 
discussion of common problems 1n the interests of relations 
between the United states and Mexico ." 
I n an atmosphere of marked cordiality, we have fulfi lled our legislative 
mandate --and then some . 
We have had our discussions --on no less than tvelve major agenda topics . 
We have exchanged views candidly and honestly . And 1 yes 1 we have been reminded 
of our differences on some issues . We have not negotiated1 but we have listened 
and lea rned . And we have resolved anew that rather than divide us --our differences 
shall serve to bring us cl oser together in under s tanding as we continue to explore 
ways and means of s olving t hem . 
I 
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This, I submit, is the hallmark of our Interparliamentary Meetings, 
namely, that relations between Mexico and the United states have reached the 
level of maturity where common problems are treated more as opportunities rather 
than impediments to further cooperation and understanding. 
This is indeed an inspiring approach to the conduct of international 
relations and because of our Interparliamentary Sessions, it is there for all 
the world to see . We can be justifiably proud of it, and we can leave here 
today knowing that the Fourteenth Mexico-Uni ted States Interparl1amentary 
Conference has made a substantial contribution to it. 
In terms of specifics, I vant to focus attention on the Colorado River 
Desalinization Agreement signed August 30, 1973. It is --to say the least--an 
historic agreement. It provides a perwAnent, definitive and just solution of 
the problem of the salinity of the Colorado River. 
As those familiar with the salinity issue are aware, no other issue 
in recent times has so troubled our relations; no other problem bas so taxed 
our determination to se,ek mutually satisfactory solutions to common problems; 
no other problem has so tested the sincerity and ingenuity of our diplomats; 
and no other problem has so challenged the mutual respect and goodwill that our 
two countries have for each other. 
In the end, our deeds have matched our words. Looking back, I am 
convinced that it could not have been otherwise- -given the solemn determination 
of President Nixon and President Echeverria to resolve this issue . Their en-
lightened leadership on it deserves the highest praise . Likewise, a very special 
tribute is owed to former Attorney General Brownell, who worked closely with the 
U. S. delegation, and Foreign Secretary Rabasa, whose tireless efforts contributed 
so much to making the August 30 agreement a reality . 
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Legislation to implement the salinity agreement reached capitol Hill 
1n February . The appropriate committees of congress have start.ed the ball 
rolling on 1~, and because of the interest in this legislation, I fully antici -
pate that it viII have priority status . Most certainly, we are indebted to 
Congressman Morris Udall for successfully bringing the necessary legislation 
out of the House Interior Co~~lttee on yesterday . ~hl1e I cannot give our 
colleagues from Mexico an exact date on final passage, the sooner the better . 
In fact, speaking on behalf of the entire United states Delegation , I pledge 
our sincere efforts to do all that we can to expedite consideration of this 
historic legislation. 
I express such confidence and make this pledge largely because of our 
deliberations on the salinity issue during this and previous conference sessions. 
These deliberations have helped immeasurably to lay the groundwork for early 
legislative action. They have given us a sober appreciation of the facts and 
helped produce a pol1 tical climate 'that is very encouraging and follows in the 
pattern of the Chamiza.l settlement. 
As a final note and with respect to the Colorado River issue, I want 
the record to ahow that for its demonstrated patience and the justness of ita 
cause , we salute you and the great Republic which you represent so ably and 
with such distinction . May we live forever in peace and understanding and on 
the basis of equality, dignity and mutual respect. 
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REl'IAAKS OF SENATOR MIKE MA..~SFIELD (D . , MONTA.l~A) 
BEFORE THE 
SENATE DEI'{OCRA'l'IC CQNF3RENCE 
Thursday, July 18, 1974 , Room S -207, U. S . capitol, 9 :30 A. M. 
On Friday , July 12 , the president signed into law a measure whieh opens 
the way for congress to exercise effectively one of its fundamental responsi -
bili ties . I refer to the ne'" Budget Act , ... hich provides for the coordination 
of congressional procedures and clarifies the roles of the Branches with regard 
to control of federal finances . The Act nandates that Congress face and decide 
the following four basic questions each year; 
1 . How much money is needed, and how ~uch can be provided to 
finance all federal programs? 
2 . How will available federal resources be divided among those 
progra'11S ? 
3 . How much revenue ' ... ill be derived from existing taxes and should ' 
this amount be increased or decreased? 
4 . ~~t size federal su~lus or deficit is consistent with sound 
economic policy? 
congress has recognized the need to address these fundamental questions 
for decades . Our past inadequacies in dealing ' ... ith them, however , have been all 
too apparent . With the fragmentation within the Committee structure and our 
sometimes leisurely and haphazard practices and with our varied viewpoints , we 
have not been able in the past to focus and act coordinately on these questions . 
As a consequence , the Executive Branch has acquired almost the whole of the 
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initiative in matters involving coordination of federal financial policy . That 
is not as it should be under the Constitution but, perhaps inevitably , that is 
how it has been in practice . 
The Budget Act will not be a panacea for this situation . But, at least , 
it is designed to equip Congress in ways which will help us to face up to our own 
responsibilities and respond more effectively to some of the most critical choices 
which must be made by the federal government . 
To begin with , the law creates here in the Senate a Committee on the 
Budget . A similar committee co~es into existence in ~he House . I n addition, 
there is established a Congressional Office of the Budget which is expected to 
be staffed with the kind of personnel that can provide the two committees with 
the research and technical analysis of overall budgetary matters that is so 
vitally nee~d for making valid judgcents . A great deal will ride on these three 
instrumentalities --that is , the two budget committees and the congressional Office 
of the Budget . Largely on the basis of their work, the congress is expected by 
the law to lay down the national budget- -issuing it early each session, then 
reviewing and revising it as the year progresses . The law affirms that it is 
up to the t wo Houses , in the final analysis , to determine the nation's priorities --
where federal spending is to be increased and where it is to be cut . To that end) 
the start of the fiscal year is reset to October 1, and a timetable is established 
for congress to make its decisions regarding spending and r evenue throughout each 
year . 
Having convened this meeting for the purpose of high-lighting the sig-
nificance of the new law, I would note that it is largely the task of this 
Conference of the Democratic Majority--in consultation with the Repub l ican 
Minority--to assure that the lli~dertaking gets off on the right foot . The initial 
respons i bility which confronts us involves setting up the new Committee -- the 
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Senate Budget Committee. Bear in mind that this Committee is established not 
under the Senate ' s rules but has been mandated by law so there 15 less flexi -
bility than might otherwise be the case . 
The law provides for a fifteen -member Committee and under the current 
ratio , that would allow nine seats for Democrats and six for Republicans . To 
fulfill our responsibilities under the Act, it seems to me that this Committee 
needs to be so equipped and balanced that it can address the national fiscal 
situation in a national perspective . We cannot be responsible for the Republican 
aSSignments, but we are responsible for our own . As in all cases of Democratic 
committee aSSignments, the prerogatives rest in this Conference . This Conference 
will say, in the end, .. ho among the ?~ajori ty members is to serve on this ne .. 
Committee and who is to take ~he Chair, subject only to ultimate approval by 
the Senate as a whole . 
Inasmuch as the Budget lay presents for us and for the Senate a matter 
of new and surpassing importance, it is my judgment that we should not proceed 
as though we were dealing with a routine matter of committee assignments in 
.. hich the policies of the Conference are already established, and with vhich we 
are fully familiar . If that .. ere the case, in the Steering Committee, great 
weight would be given to years of continuous service . Other Committee member-
ships of an applying member would be considered . Attempts would also be wade 
to accommodate younger members, as pOSSible, with an interest in the Committee, 
on the basis of granting such !;Ilembers at least one stated preference . l>1embers 
would be assigned more o~less permanently to the Committee, with the most senior 
probably designated as Chairman , and once assigned , they would continue to 
accumulate seniority ~~til such time as their seats were vacated . On the oasis 
of past experience , moreover, the work of the Steering Committee in making these 
assignments might be expected to be upheld by a unanimous or near -unanimous 
Conference . 
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It i s not yet clear, however , that routine consideration is necessarily 
the best way of approaching this ne~ situation . To the Budget Committee, Congress 
has assigned, by law, responsibilities that are different and of enormous sig~ 
nificance. We have authorized its support by wha~ amounts to its own independent 
Congressional agency . Trle have bound ourselves to a timetable of legislation 
which is keyed to the Cowmittee ' s recorr~endations . All of this , we have seen 
fit to embed in the law, subject to change only by law . 
I reiterate that the decisions which are made , initially , in regard 
to the new Congressional budgetary structure are of the greatest importance . 
Their effect on the nation as a wr.ole car. be ve~J profound. So, too, vill be 
the effect in the Senate and the Congress . A whole new sense of timing in the 
way we conduct our business will be brought into play by this Act . A whole new 
set of inter-committee relationships rray well emerge . As yet , unforeseen prob -
lems may 'Jell cO.''lfront this Conference and the Leadership in "the future . Ivi th 
this law, we have probably rcached a water~hcd not only in terms of the responsi -
bilities of congress to serve as the arbiter of the nation's finances , but in 
terms of the Senate's internal organization and procedures . 
I n the circumstances, the~efore , it seems to me that the shaping of 
the Democratic part of this new Committee is hardly a matter for routine handling . 
In the first instance , at least, it would appear to be a matter for consideration 
by the Conference itself , rather than by the Steering committee, as an arm of 
the Conference . If the Conference shares that judgment--and I shall put the 
question shortly--then the question of holo{ to proceed will be open for discussion . 
I want to emphasize ~ belief, if I may, that there is an imperative 
need f or balance as among geographic areas and i deol ogical nuances in the 
Democratic membership of the Budget Committee . The Democrats who sit on the 
Budget COmmittee should be so selected, in my judgment, that they will reflect 
• 
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an accurate cross -section of the Democratic members of the Senate . May I say 
that criteria of this kind, by specific direction of the Democratic Conference, 
have governed the selection of membership on hoth the policy and steering 
Committees for all the years that I have been your ~mJor1ty Leader . In conSe -
quence, both have operated in a highly responsive and responsible manner regarding 
the general inclinations of this Conference . 
I would also state my view that I do not believe that members should 
be designated to the new Committee unless they are prepared to give up now- -not 
two years hence , but now an existine membership on other major Committees . At 
the very least, this readiness should be considered in making assignments . I 
know that there is a grandfather clause in this law which permits sitting members 
to add membership on this Corrmittee on top of others which they already hold . 
That is permissive~ not binding, and I think that we would be well -advised to 
look for a quid pro quo from any member desirine; th:!s assignment . 
The challenges of the ne'..; Budget Conuni ttee are too great to be treated 
as a mere add-on to ~he responsibilities already carried by individual members . 
Those who serve on it must give it preponderant attention if it is to function 
effectively ; and if I may underscore the point , I would stress that it requires 
.the direct contributions of Senators not the mere presence of staff aides . As 
it is now, excessive corr~ittee aSSignments Of individual members already leave 
Committees and subcommittees fragmentarily served or ill-served and, often, 
largely in the hands of staff . At the same time, younger members of the Senate 
are insufficiently used in the basic decision making processes . In this fashion , 
the principle of equality among all members tends to be honored more in form 
than in substance . So, again , whatever the decisions of this Conference , I would 
hope that they will include recognition of the principle that whoever seeks 
assignment on this new Committee should be prepared to yield, now, a major 
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Committee assignment which he already holds. By the same token , it would be 
my hope that this Conference will consider selecting the first Chairman of 
the new Committee on the basis of its best judgment as to who among those 
designated is prepared and equipped to make the greate~t contribution of 
knowledge, time and effort to its operation . 
With that by way as background, I should like , now, to put the follow-
ing question of procedure: 
Is it the wish of the Conference that the Steering Committee shall 
proceed 1n the customary manner to select the Democratic nominees for the Senate 
Budget Committee? 
If the Conference votes negatively on this question, the Chair will 
open the matter for discussion and will entertain from the floor suggestions on 
ho .... to proceed in this matter . If the Conference votes "aye" it would be my 
intention to call a Steerins Committee meeting in the very near future to 
prepare the slate of proposed Democratic Members for the new Budget Committee . 
~nat , then, is the decision of the Conference? 
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__ .. _ CONGRESS s .... __ . __ .. _. ____ . __ SESSION 
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 
M'. ________________________________________________ ___ 
introduced the following' bill; which was read twice and referred to the Conunltt,ee on __ _ 
A BILL 
To establish a Rational Comois s ion on Doces tic Reeds 
Be it enacted by the Senate and Home of Reprt8entativu of the United Statu 01 
America in Ccmgr6Ss assembled. 
SHORT TITLE 
Section 1 . This Act may be cited as the "National Commission 00 
Domestic Reeds and Economdc Foresight Assessment Act or 1974. " 
FDIDING5 AND PURPOSE 
Sec. 2. (a) The Congress finds and declares that _ 
(1) the current roles or the Federal eo ... e rnmellt and of State 
and local. governments in economdc regulation, planning, and de ... elop!lleot 
e..cd io the coDduct of public programs should be reasseu ed at the highest 
1e'Vel in order to avoid ecooomdc e..cd social dis locations III.Dd I118terial 
shortages , both domestic and international. 
( 2) the measurement and projection or the lC'We1s of natural , 
social. economic , and technological capabilities and resources m~t be 
coordinated III.Dd improved , and 
'" 
... 
" 
j 
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(3) public and private agencies and organizations which are en-
gaged in the measurement and proJection ot supplies and inventories or 
nat\U'al resources. agricultural cOlIUIIOdities. 8lld manufactured products ,.-
bave not effectively coordinated tbeir erforts, and have not provided III 
basis for a rational and comprehensive approacb to the assessment of our 
national assest and bow best to use them. 
ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMISSIOD 
Sec. 3. (a) There is establisbed e..s an independent instrumentalit,. 
of the Federal Government a National Commission on Dome sti.c Beeds and 
Economic Foresight (hereinafter referred to lUI the "CommissIon"). The 
Commission sball be comprised ot 16 members selected as follows: 
(l) The President, in consultation with the Majority and Minority 
Leaders of the Senate and the Majority and Minority Leaders ot the Bouse 
of Representatives; shal..l. appoint 8 members ot the Commission !'rom among 
persons in private lite, ot vhom one shall be representative ot the 
Agricultural community. one shall be representative ot organized labor, tvo 
shall be representative ot consumer and environmental organizations. two 
shal..l. be representative ot producing and manufacturing business. one 
shal..l. he representative ot the tinancial. community. and One shalJ. be 
representative o~ the international trading community. 
(2) The President shalJ. designate tour senior otticials ot the 
Executive Branch. to serve without additional compensation as memhers ot 
the Commission. 
(3) The President ot the Senate, after consultation with the 
Majority and Minority Leaders ot the Senate, shall appoint two Senators 
to be members ot the Commission and the Speaker ot the Bouse ot Representatives, 
after consultation with the Majority and Minority Leaders ot the House ot 
Representatives, shall. appoint two Members ot Congress to be members ot the 
Commission. Members appointed under this paragraph shall serve as 
members ot the Commission without additional compensation. 
(b) The Comndssion shall rotate from 8lQOng its members 
a Chairman and Vice Chairman which otticers shall rotate between the Executive 
and Legislative Branch designees and those appointed !'rom the private sector:.; 
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(c:) Each member ot the CommJSSiOD appolote4 pursuant to 
subsectioD (1.)(1) shall. be entitled to be c:ompeDsate4 at a rate equal. to 
the per diem equivalent of the rate tor an indJrldual occ:upJing a position 
under leTeI III ot the Executive Schedule under Beetloo 5311l of title 5. 
United States Code, vhen engaged in the actual performance ot duties as 
such IS !nelllber. and all. members of the Commission shall be entitled to 
r eimbursement tor travel , subs i stence, and other necessary e~n8e. in-
curred in the performance of their duties. 
Sec . 4. (a) It shall. be the !'unction or the COlIminion to conduct apl 
..... _ .... __ ., __ investigation ot e:dating technique. for the mcuurement 
and projection ot supplies of natural resources, agricultural commodities 
IIIlLterials and manufactured products, to ....... ' detenDillc vhat public: 
and private organizations are currently involved in luc:b measure-ents i!Uld 
projections, and to llI8ke a t'u.ll report to the President and to the Congress 
reco_oding the establishment of i!UI independeot agency to proTide for & 
continuing i!Uld cOZllprebensive exaa1natioo and analysis of tbe eeonolQ' of 
the United States and otherv1&e to cll.l'r1' out the purposes of tbis Act. 
(b) The ComIIission shall include in the report required 
by this section specific and detailed recommendations to assure tbat the 
independent agency rill be representative of the Executive and LegislatiTe 
Branches and tbe Private Sector and will bave adeqUlLte autbority and 
resources to JDake a continuing study of and periodic reports witb respect to-
(1 ) tbe e::d.stence or possibility of &IlJ' long~r short-tel"l:l. 
shortages or market adversities affecting the supply of &n7 natural 
resources , ray agriculture cOllll!lOdities , materials . manufactured 
products (including any possible impairment of productive capacity 
vtrlcb IIIAY result t'ro. sbortages in enU61 producing materials , 
plant or equipmeot , or capital iovestlOCct) and tbe reasoll for 
such shortage or ad:"ersitie6; 
(2) tbe need tor, and tbe appropriate type of actioo 
oeceuary to increase tbe aTallabillt,' o f tbe ItClll8 r eferred to in 
clause (I), or to correct tb~ adversity a!'fecting tbe availability 
ot &lQ' INcb itClllS' 
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(3) the need to develop additional or alternatIve 
sources of scarce materials or co~ditie8 and the need for govern-
mental actlon~ if any, in order to encourage private market 
conduct which will best achieve balanced national and international 
economic growth vith m1nimaJ. short-term dislocations or short-term 
dislocations or shortages. 
(q) tbe appropriate role or government in the 
economic lite ot the United States. 
(5) tbe appropriate relationsbips~betveeQ government 
and tbe private sector. in such are&& as education, employment 
environmental protection and improvement. healtb care, housing, 
and transportation, in achieving vital national objectives, taking 
into account the need to make the most efficient use ot available 
resources. and 
(6) the long-term objectives tor the eeonOtQT;'ot the 
United States, establishing rational relationships betveen the 
domestic economic policy and the foreign economic policy of the 
United States. regulation of imports and exports in order to 
assure the participation b¥ the United States in the iuternatioual 
econom;y. 
(c) In addition to its tunctions under subsection (b). the 
agency shall. coordinate :c: information Yith respect to the economic life 
of the United States. 
(d) The Commission sha1l prepare and publish such periodic 
reports and recommendations, as required by Sec. 4. as it dee~ appropriate, 
and sha1l transmit a final report vith its recommendations to the President 
and the Congress not 1ater than December 31. 1974. 
ADVISORY COMMI'I'l'XES 
Sec. 5. (a) The Commission ·is authorized to establish such 
advisory committees as may be necessary or appropriate to carry out 
specific analytical or inTestigative undertakings on behalf of the Commission. 
Arq such committee shall be subject to the re1evant provisions of the 
Federal Advisory COIIlmittee Act. 
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POl<ERS 
See. 6. (a) Subject to Buch ~ea &ad regulations It ~ adopt 
the CommissioD, though ita Chairman shall bave the power to--
(1) appoint and t1% the eO~DaatloD or an Executive: 
Director at not to exceed, $40,000 per anllUIII.. aDd such additional .tatr 
personnel as 11 deemed neccssar.r. vitbout regard to the provisions of 
title 5. United State8 Code, governlns appointment. 10 the co=petltlvc 
aerT1cc, and vithout regard to Chapter 51, and subchapter tIl or cbapter 
53 or such title relatlD8 to classit'icatioD and Geoeral. Scbedule under 
• 
section 5332 of 8uch title; and 
(2) procure temporary and Intermitteoet services to the 
same extent as is authorized b7 sectioo 3109 or title 5. United State. 
Code. but at rates not to e~eed $100 a day ~or lodiYidu&l.a. 
(b) The Commissioo or ~ Bubcomodttee thereot Is authorIzed 
to hold such bear1rl8I, sit IUId set at such time. and places, &II it ma:t 
deem advisable. 
ASSISl'ABCE OF GOVERHMEm' AGEBCIES 
Sec. 1. Each department, agenc,.. and ins trumentallt,. ot tbe Federal 
GoYernment. including tbe Congress, consistent Y1tb tbe Cons titution 
ot the United States. and independent agencies, is autbnrized and directed 
to furnish to the Commission upon request made b,. the Chairman. such 
data, reports. and other intomation as the ColllllLiliion deelllS necessary 
to carry out itl functionl under thil Act. 
AUTHORIZATION OF ~PRLATIONS 
Sec. 8. There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as IDaJ' 
be necessary to carry out the provisions ot this Act. 
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